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Abstract	
Worldwide	airports	have	been	experiencing	a	radical	change	 in	services	 they	provide	to	users;	
they	 are	 no	 longer	 just	 places	 for	 planes	 to	 take	 off	 and	 land	 but	mixed	 use	 urban	 nodes.	 In	
many	cases,	airport	master	plans	are	lacking	of	a	large-scale	development	vision	and	turn	out	to	
be	 incapable	to	deal	with	the	spaAal	and	socio-economic	 impact	 in	airport	 regions.	The	thesis	
explores	 the	 case	 of	 Bergamo	 Orio	 al	 Serio,	 a	 fast-growing	 Italian	 airport	 now	 facing	 the	
challenge	 of	 finding	 a	 balance	 between	 the	 saAsfacAon	 of	 the	 forecast	 growth	 in	 air	 traffic	
demand	and	the	cohabitaAon	with	the	surrounding	territory.	A	review	of	theories	and	possible	
strategies	on	airport-led	development	to	manage	are	invesAgated	and	applied	to	the	case.	The	
new	airport	development	plan	for	Bergamo	Orio	al	Serio	and	the	main	planning	documents	of	
the	 sector	 are	 examined,	 as	 well	 as	 interviews	with	 local	 authoriAes	 are	 performed	with	 the	
purpose	of	grasping	 the	main	 conflicts	around	 the	 considered	airport.	 The	 thesis	argues	 for	a	
long-term	development	vision	at	 the	 regional	 scale	 to	be	 included	 in	airports	master	planning	
with	 the	 purpose	 of	 effecAvely	 managing	 the	 various	 impacts	 generated	 by	 airports	 in	 their	
regional	context.	

Keywords: airport regions, development strategy, long-term vision, regional planning.  

IntroducCon	
Nowadays airports are undergoing a process of func&onal and spa&al transforma&on from 
infrastructural nodes to mul&func&onal centres (Knippenberger, 2010). In addi&on, many 
airports around the world are complexly integrated into the exis&ng urban environment and 
must constantly nego&ate a set of problema&cal rela&ons and impacts (Freestone, 2009). In this 
context and in order to deal with such challenges, researchers call for a more comprehensive 
conceptualiza&on of airports in their regions. 
The case of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport has been considered and analyzed in rela&on to the 
inspected literature, with the ul&mate aim of sugges&ng a possible direc&on of future 
development.  
Specifically, the present thesis call for the adoption of a definitive vision for the development of 
the airport capable of considering the main conflicts and opportunities created by the presence 
of the airport not only in the immediate proximity of the airport, but also in the whole airport 
region. It is also argued that such vision underlying airport master plans should be consistent 
with the development strategies envisaged by the planning framework in charge of addressing 
the airport-related themes.  
In order to tackle the described research problem, the following research question and 
subquestions have been devised.   
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Research	quesCon:  

How	can	a	long-term	vision	at	the	regional	scale	for	the	development	of	airports	ensure	an	
efficient	accessibility	on	the	landside	and	the	cohabitaAon	with	the	territory?  

SubquesCon	1: What	is	the	impact	of	airports	on	the	territory	and	how	it	can	the	cohabitaAon	
be	ensured? 

SubquesCon	2: How	can	a	long-term	vision	at	the	regional	scale	ensure	a	balanced	development	
of	Bergamo	Orio	al	Serio	Airport	within	the	transportaAon	network	and	with	the	territory? 

SubquesCon	 3	 (Discussion): What	 are	 the	 implicaAons	 of	 this	 research	 for	 the	 role	 of	 the	
planner? 

I chose this par&cular topic because I am strongly interested in the discussion about mobility, 
transporta&on infrastructure and planning, with specific reference to airports. Despite their 
historic role in shaping metropolitan and urban forms and their recent transforma&on into 
mixed use urban nodes, airports have been rela&vely neglected in scholarly planning literature. 
Furthermore, since airports are oTen regulated by na&onal or independent authori&es, have 
long been a ‘’black hole’’ in metropolitan planning strategies. However, there is a vibrant 
poli&cal debate around the challenges faced by airports and airport regions nowadays. 
Therefore, since I have had the possiblity to closely follow the events affec&ng Bergamo Orio al 
Serio Airport, I decided to analyze and discuss this par&cular case in the my Master thesis. 

As mentioned earlier, the present thesis focuses on the development of a vision and the 
elaboration of a strategy for the development of Bergamo Orio al Serio capable of integrating 
the main concerns related to the airport activity. Specifically, as suggested by the reviewed 
literature, the airport master plan should develop accordingly with the vision for the entire 
national and regional transportation system, as well as in line with the provisions indicated in 
the territorial planning instruments. In this perspective, the planning of Bergamo Orio al Serio 
should accurately reflect the strategies adopted by the ordinary planning framework in order to 
effectively manage the impacts induced by the airport on the surrounding territory.  
My conclusions, besides poin&ng to the importance of a regional perspec&ve in airport 
development, argue for the alignment of airport master planning and broader urban and 
regional objec&ves. The thesis could then provide useful insights to the academic debate 
around the conceptualiza&on of airports and towards a more efficient planning approach to 
manage the airport-led urban and regional development. 

The present thesis is made up of seven chapters. In the first chapter (1. Research design) the 
research question and the subquestion are presented as well as the methods used to answer 
each of them are outlined.  
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The second chapter (2. Literature review) contains the theories investigated in order to be then 
used for the considered case of Bergamo Orio al Serio.  
The third chapter (3. Analytical framework) constitutes a scheme which explains in detail how 
the literature review contained in the second chapter is used to support the content of the 
fourth chapter related to the considered case.  
The fourth chapter (4. The case: Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport) consists of the description of the 
chosen case in which specific airport elements and characteristics are considered in light of the 
inspected literature review, as illustrated in the analytical framework. 
In the fifth chapter (5. Analysis), the main conflicts around Bergamo Orio al Serio are outlined 
and then analyzed with reference to the chosen literature.  
In the sixth chapter (6. Conclusions), the most important findings from the analysis chapter in 
relation to the research question are summarized, and a conclusion on the investigated research 
problem is provided. 
Lastly, in the seventh chapter (7. Discussion) possible learnings for the role of the planner in 
such planning processes are presented, as well as possible future research agenda on the same 
topic. 
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1.		Research	design		
In this chapter the research question identified to answer the research problem of the present 
thesis and the relative subquestions are presented. For each of these subquestions the methods 
used to answer them are outlined.  

Research	quesCon:  

How	can	a	long-term	vision	at	the	regional	scale	for	the	development	of	airports	ensure	an	
efficient	accessibility	on	the	landside	and	the	cohabitaAon	with	the	territory?  

The present thesis seeks to answers the research ques&on above by applying concepts, 
theories, and strategies iden&fied in the literature review chapter.  

Two subques&ons have been individuated with the aim of helping me answer the research 
ques&on: 

SubquesCon	1: What	is	the	impact	of	airports	on	the	territory	and	how	it	can	the	cohabitaAon	
be	ensured? 

In order to answer the Subques&on 1 I first describe the trends that nowadays are affec&ng the 
avia&on sector, and specifically airports and their ac&vity. Successively, I illustrate the main 
features of the most important impacts of airports in their surrounding territory, both in terms 
of spa&al and economic development, as well as from the environmental standpoint. Moreover, 
airports and their development are also related to the development of the other modes of 
transporta&on to access airports.  
Then, I present relevant theories on the importance of a development vision at the regional 
scale and the need for the elabora&on of a shared strategy among all involved stakeholders in 
order for airports to deal with the challenges outlined before. The chosen literature calls also for 
a more integrated approach between airport and city and regional planning sectors with the 
aim of aligning their objec&ves. 

SubquesCon	2: How	can	a	long-term	vision	at	the	regional	scale	ensure	a	balanced	development	
of	Bergamo	Orio	al	Serio	Airport	within	the	transportaAon	network	and	with	the	territory? 

To answer the Subques&on 2 I first portray the case of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport that I have 
considered in the present thesis for analyzing the research problem. In par&cular, in light of the 
chosen literature, I outline the physical and opera&onal features of the airport, its ac&vity and 
its territorial context of loca&on. Also, I describe the role that the airport plays at the 
interna&onal, na&onal and regional scale and I iden&fy the main stakeholders involved and the 
framework of planning instruments of reference. For this aim, sta&s&cs and indicators 
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measuring airline traffic and ac&vity, total passengers and movements, collected by the Italian 
Avia&on Authority ENAC, have been used. 
Successively, in the analysis chapter, I analyze the most cri&cal conflicts around Bergamo Orio al 
Serio making use of various methods. The present thesis lies on publicly available planning 
documents and studies, complemented by an interview with a local authority deeply involved in 
the Bergamo Orio al Serio affair. In par&cular, a document analysis of new airport development 
plan ADP2030, plans of other airports, EIAs, local, regional, and na&onal planning documents 
has been conduced and an interview with the Mayor of Orio al Serio, the most impacted 
Municipality overall, has been performed.  
Thus, I explain how these cri&cal conflicts can be mi&gated by the development of a vision for 
the airport employing a strategy at the regional scale allowing for a more balanced and effec&ve 
management of the airport ac&vity and impacts. I conclude by highligh&ng also the importance 
of a beder integra&on between airport master plans and the na&onal and regional planning 
framework so that the development visions of these instruments converge towards common 
objec&ves.   

SubquesCon	 3	 (Discussion): What	 are	 the	 implicaAons	 of	 this	 research	 for	 the	 role	 of	 the	
planner? 

This ques&on is related to the discussion chapter (7. Discussion) and it is related to the poten&al 
learnings for planners from such planning processes, and set possible future research agenda 
for the considered research problem.  
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2.		Literature	review	
In this chapter, a review of relevant literature on airports and their rela&onship with the 
regional context on various grounds is contained. The first sec&on (2.1) describes the main 
trends affec&ng the avia&on sector and more specifically the growth of air traffic and the 
changing role of airports.  
Successively, in the second sec&on (2.2) relevant ar&cles, studies and theories on airport-led 
development both in terms of the urban and the economic standpoint in such global context 
are presented. Furthermore, the role of airports within the regional transport system and their 
environmental impacts are described. 
In sec&on 2.3 relevant various theories, strategies and models on the planning of airport regions 
are discussed with the aim of clarifying the posi&on of the thesis in rela&on to the outlined 
literature.  
Therefore, in the last sec&on of the present chapter (3.4), the need for a airport development 
strategy at the regional scale is recognized. 

2.1				The	avia+on	trends	

Over the past two decades, global airline traffic has experienced a drama&c increase in terms of 
passengers and goods moved. In line with this trend, interna&onal avia&on organiza&ons’ 
forecasts show that a 4%-5% annual growth over the next 20 years is likely to con&nue. Air 
traffic in Europe is expected to double by 2030, leading many European airports to capacity and 
conges&on problems. In the Italian context, in 2018 a 3% of increase in aircraT movements has 
been registered with different situa&ons for the two main components of air traffic: passenger 
traffic grew in 2018 at the rate of almost 6% in terms of passenger traffic, while a substan&al 
constance characterized the important transport of goods. 
The dominant discourse within the avia&on industry is growth and forecasts of business travels, 
tourist flows, and cargo movements all point upward. Powerful interests, driven by the 
perceived link between airport development and economic growth, converge to promote the 
expansion of the avia&on sector (Freestone and Baker, 2011). However, these seemingly 
unrestricted growth scenarios of the avia&on industry are now ques&oned on several grounds 
(Freestone, 2009). There is in fact a strong NIMBY (“Not In My Back Yard”) reac&on against new 
airports and airports expansion, by which protesters stress airports nega&ve impacts such as 
noise, conges&on, physical and mental health, property prices, and urban sprawl. 

In the outlined interna&onal context of the avia&on sector, the role of airports in the local and 
regional sejng has changed; from being important transporta&on nodes, airports are now are 
largely considered as vital mul&func&onal centres of contemporary ci&es and regions. This 
change of role of airports around the world has been driven by a number of factors including 
the airport operators’ need to generate addi&onal revenue streams, industries’ pursuit of 
affordable and accessible urban land, and the increasing role of e-commerce and logis&cs  over 
the last quarter century (Schaafsma et al., 2008). At the same &me, according to Graham A. 
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(2001) airport commercializa&on and airport priva&za&on can be considered as two of the key 
trends that have s&mulated the process of transforma&on of airports (Graham A., 2001). 
Airport commercializa&on refers to the transforma&on of airports from a public u&lity to a 
commercial enterprise through the adop&on of more business-like management prac&ces 
(Freestone, 2009). Many airports have turned themselves into big shopping malls and 
progressed into a more intensive property development on vacant airport land, some&mes 
extended beyond the actual airports boundary in joint ventures (Freestone, 2009). 
Airport priva&za&on is the transfer of the management of airports, and in some cases 
ownership as well, to the private sector (Freestone, 2009). Due to the the progressive loosening 
of their historic &es with the State, worldwide airports have shiTed from being a branch of 
government to commercially-oriented businesses (Doganis, 1992). As a result, priva&zed 
airports are no longer government departments but commercial enterprises where non-avia&on 
services’ revenues have increased significantly (Saldıraner, 2013). 

As a result of such trends affec&ng the nature of airports, as businesses seeking profit-making 
opportuni&es, airports have sought to exploit their land assets for commercial and business 
development (Baker et al., 2010). Market forces and corporate strategies have given rise to new 
types of airports, far more complex and interlinked in their metropolitan sejngs than the 
isolated landing fields of the past (Güller and Güller, 2003). The changed nature of airports in 
their metropolitan context and the emergence of new pressures and problems consequently 
require a beder understanding of airports’ complex role and their spa&al interac&ons (Baker et 
al., 2010). However, since the outlined trends have been played out with different vigor and 
character depending on the scale and mix of airport ac&vity in its metropolitan context, the 
process of transforma&on of airports has unfolded in a variety of ways (Freestone and Baker, 
2011).  

2.2				The	impact	of	airports	

2.2.1				Airport-led	development	

Transforma&ons in the role of airports have been played out against the intersec&ng trends 
towards inexorable growth affec&ng both ci&es and avia&on (Freestone, 2009). Notwithstanding 
a scader of “shrinking ci&es”, urban popula&ons have been steadily rising and extended 
metropolitan regions have become a dominant urban form with concomitant demands for 
transporta&on infrastructure and connec&vity. Similarly, as described in the previous sec&on, 
even though checked by successive exogenous shocks such as terrorism, surging oil prices, and 
economic crises, the historical growth in avia&on ac&vity has been steadily upward (Freestone, 
2009). As a result, metropolitan regions around airports have experienced substan&al spa&al 
and economic development over the last decades (Appold and Kasarda, 2013). J. D. Kasarda has 
captured with his no&on of a “fourth wave of development” the emergent reality in which 
“airports shape urban development and business loca&on in the twenty-first century as much as 
highways did in the twen&eth century, railroads in the nineteenth and seaports in the 
eighteenth” (hdp://aerotropolis.com/airportcity/index.php/about/). Most of this airport-led 
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development has been spontaneous and haphazard, and oTen neglected by urban and regional 
planners (Van Wijk et al., 2014). 

2.2.1.1				SpaAal	development		

Airports have proven increasingly influen&al in shaping urban form and structure (Baker et al., 
2010). Along with the growth of air traffic, airports have in fact become a source of adrac&on 
for new sedlement and air transport-related ac&vi&es, causing the areas surrounding airports to 
become densely populated (Saldıraner, 2013). The spa&al transforma&on is characterized by the 
fact that knowledge industries, firms associated with high-level service sector (such as finance, 
insurance and real estate), and logis&cs (goods with a fast-cycle produc&on chain) tend to 
agglomerate in specific urban environments and research clusters (Knippenberger, 2010). Since 
urban development at airports mainly occurs within loca&ons with strong links to the global 
produc&on chain (Wade, 2007), airports can be understood as both users and producers of 
spa&al developments within their region (Knippenberger, 2010, p. 210). 
On the other hand, the growth of ci&es has also impacted on the scale and opera&ons of 
airports (Kasarda, 2001; Schaafsma et al., 2008). This reciprocity between ci&es and airports has 
intensified in the last decades as air travel has expanded and it has been amplified through 
forces of priva&za&on and commercializa&on (Baker et at., 2010). Schaafsma et al. (2008) have 
also highlighted how the influence of airports on the urban structure has been felt not just in 
close proximity of airport grounds, but at the metropolitan and regional scale (Schaafsma et al., 
2008). 
However, the capacity of airports in shaping new urban forms raises important challenges for 
contemporary metropolitan governance, environmental management, and planning (Güller and 
Güller, 2003). Airport-led spa&al development has increasingly become a contested concept at 
the center of the debate and,  as Leinbach (2004, 47) notes, such airport-led development adds 
to “already exis&ng externali&es of noise, pollu&on, and increased traffic conges&on” the 
impacts of urban sprawl, gridlock, and socio-spa&al segrega&on (Leinbach, 2004). 
Thus, airports have spawned new urban forms, mostly spontaneously and less rarely 
delibera&ve (Freestone, 2009), which pose challenges for spa&al planning in the surrounding 
urban and regional environment (Baker et al., 2010). To meet such challenges, integrated visions 
and strategies for addressing the correla&on between airport development and urban 
development are strongly needed (Van Wijk et al., 2014). As a result, many airports have been 
developing expansion strategies which use the adrac&veness of the airport as a real estate 
development loca&on. 

2.2.1.2				Economic	development	

The role of transport infrastructure as a factor of growth and development of ci&es’ and 
regions’ economies is broadly recognized as crucial. Among the various types of transport 
infrastructures, airports are indicated as par&cularly strategic because of the increasing 
importance of air transport in global connec&vity (Percoco, 2010). For ci&es and regions, a high-
performance airport is a key asset of compe&&veness (Union des Aéroports Français, 2017) and 
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a catalysts of investment at the service of the local and regional economy. J. D. Kasarda (2000a 
and 2006) has been prominent in highligh&ng the significance of airports as engines for local 
and regional economic development thanks to the adrac&on of directly avia&on-linked ac&vi&es 
and more indirectly avia&on-orientated land uses through accessibility, agglomera&on, and 
pres&ge economies, both in the immediate airport surroundings and along the connected 
transporta&on corridors (Kasarda, 2000a and 2006). Airports are also showcases of their ci&es 
or regions, and they are oTen named aTer famous na&onal figures, even if the majority of 
airports’ names refer to the city or area they serve (Boquet, 2018). 

In the last two decades, the growth of air traffic demand has induced an increase in services, 
with employment growth at the airport and new socio-economic opportunities, especially in 
the local area, thanks to greater connections for the territory served by the airport. This positive 
spiral has created wealth, employment and new accessibility opportunities for the territories 
involved. However, employment mix and growth tend to be proportionate to the scale of airport 
operations and according to its functional role of aircraft servicing centre, freight facility, or 
passenger hub (Weisbrod et al., 1993). Over the same period, airport-related development has 
also changed in character and increased in scale; early aviation-linked businesses (often 
makeshift and engineering-related) have been gradually supplemented and supplanted by more 
extensive commercial development serving the increasing passenger and cargo activity. Thus, 
the trend has been toward “more upscale and less industrial-based type of 
development” (Dempsey et al., 1997). 
As a result, the adrac&on of business ac&vity requiring air transport access into airport areas 
through agglomera&on economies has raised issues for industrial loca&on policy and the 
possible need to reserve land for such firms (Warffemius et al., 2009). 

The long tradi&on of airport impact studies has recognized four different economic impacts 
expressed in terms of employment and produc&on (Graham B., 2003; ACI, 2004): direct impact 
(on and off site), indirect impact, induced impact, and cataly&c impact.  
The direct impact corresponds to the employment and income generated by the direct 
opera&on of the airport, on and off site. The indirect impact refers to the employment and 
income generated by the chain of suppliers of goods and services necessary for the execu&on of 
the airport ac&vi&es. The induced impact pertains to the employment and income generated by 
the mechanism of spending incomes received by employees created by the direct and indirect 
effects. Lastly, the cataly&c impact refers to the employment and income generated by the role 
of the airport as a driver of spa&al and economic growth and as an adractor of new firms (ACI, 
2004). The direct and indirect off site effects cons&tute the majority of the impacts, on the basis 
of the mechanism of transmission of economic effects known in the literature with the term 
“ripple effect”. 

Nevertheless, some researchers argue that the long-term economic impacts of airports and 
their concrete effects on the economic structure of the region are hard to measure and cri&cize  
that the calcula&ons of direct, indirect, induced and cataly&c impacts is inadequate to support 
public decision-making (Kasarda and Appold, 2014; Knippenberger, 2010, p. 210).  
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2.2.1.3				The	debate	around	airport-led	development	

The spa&al and economic impact of airports on their regions has grown in the last decades. As a 
result, urban and regional planners have started to integrate the governance of airport regions 
into their core work (Van Wijk M. et al., 2014). In spite of this, many researchers believe that the 
presence of an airport alone does not necessarily translate into a significant airport-led 
development (Kasarda, 2000b; Freestone and Baker, 2011). Cri&cal factors which could impinge 
on the likely economic development led by an airport include the nature and scale of the airport 
ac&vity (the passengers/cargo split and the poten&al to be a hub), the support from air carriers 
and businesses, the extent of government incen&ves, and the regional ground transporta&on 
accessibility. In addi&on, the unavailability of large development areas, the unadrac&veness of 
the airport site for investors, restric&ons on development of non-avia&on uses, and the 
concerns of adjacent communi&es can represent constraints to successful airport-centric 
economic development (Freestone, 2009; LeTourneur, 2002). 
Thus, in some researchers’ opinion, the correla&on between air traffic and regional economic 
development is not as close as might be expected (Freestone and Baker, 2011), and regional 
development strategies should move on from the the implicit assump&on of indica&ng the 
airport as a regional growth pole and abandon the classic diffusionist idea of economic growth 
imported by airports and spread outward (Freestone, 2009). The “build and growth will come” 
op&mism evident in numerous economic development prospectuses must be tempered by the 
realpoli&k of the avia&on and logis&cs industries, as captured by an industry insider’s comment 
that “airlines go to markets, not airports” (quoted in Erie, 2004).  

To conclude, even though airports are largely considered as powerful economic development 
tools because of their major spa&al and economic impacts, there is debate as to whether 
increased avia&on ac&vity is a cause or effect of economic growth (Freestone, 2009). In any 
case, there is a strong correla&on between metropolitan growth and avia&on (Brueckner, 2003). 
In this context, since most airport-led development has been spontaneous and ill-planned with 
systemic regional interven&on no&ceably lacking (Freestone and Baker, 2011), airport planning 
is required to find a balance between exploita&on of the economic poten&al and protec&ng the 
airport area from and urban sprawl (Van Wijk et al., 2011). 

2.2.2				The	airport	and	the	territory	

3.2.2.1				Accessibility	and	mulAmodality		

Many European airports are located rela&vely close to their city centres or in the vicinity of 
large metropolitan regions (Schaafsma et al., 2008). Such airports, in contrast to peripheral 
airports, have the privilege of being beder connected to the ground transporta&on systems. 
This fact is extremely important for airports because regional, na&onal, and interna&onal high-
speed rail lines allow high-performance transporta&on connec&ons, while efficient road 
networks give airports access to large catchment areas (Scholl and Nebel, 2014). For these 
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reasons, the successful opera&on of an airport hinges on quality land-based regional access 
(Baker et al., 2010) and the backlog of transport infrastructure poten&ally causes a decrease in 
the efficiency of the airport and slows down the development of the region’s economy. 
Airports should then be supported by an efficient transporta&on network, generally seen as a 
comprehensive ground transporta&on system of road and rail routes, not only to connect with 
the surrounding areas and city, but also with all other important ci&es in the region. In this 
perspec&ve, links to high-speed train networks are essen&al (Saldıraner, 2013). 

The valoriza&on of the airport accessibility can bring many benefits such as the adrac&on of 
new ac&vi&es suppor&ng the opera&ons of the airport and of &me-sensi&ve ac&vi&es, the 
concentra&on of businesses with high-travel demands, and the adrac&on of non-aeronau&cal 
development lured by agglomera&on economies (Freestone, 2009). The first of these refers to 
ac&vi&es and services directly suppor&ng airport opera&ons (flight kitchens and aircraT 
maintenance), airport-related freight services (shipping and freight forwarding) and services for 
airline employees and passengers such as hotels and car rental franchises. Since the actual cost 
of moving materials long distances is a small element in the total cost of shipping door to door, 
the economic savings and efficiencies are to be gained in land-based and inter-modal 
opera&ons, underlining the importance of airport accessibility (Freestone, 2009), also &me-
sensi&ve goods-processing and distribu&on func&ons such as e-commerce, warehousing, and 
perishables handling are adracted towards airport areas. Lastly, airport proximity is also a 
magnet for face-to-face business organiza&ons whose opera&ons require frequent travel such as 
insurance, banking and finance, prin&ng and publishing, and business services (York Avia&on, 
2004).  
Furthermore, since airport-related car traffic is recognized to be a major contributor to the 
nega&ve impact of airports on the surrounding communi&es (Cohen et al., 2007) and 
mul&modal connec&ons between airports and other transporta&on modes are increasingly 
important for both passenger and goods transport in terms of economic growth (Schalk, 2010), 
new mul&modal transport linkages cons&tute an opportunity to shiT away from automobile-
based mobili&es to alterna&ve modes of land transporta&on (Boquet, 2018). According to 
Upham et al. (2003) airports should develop as intermodal transport hubs connected to an 
integrated public transporta&on network. This would par&ally disassociate the link between air 
travel and airport-induced car traffic (Upham et al., 2003). It is worth to be highlighted also the 
fact that priva&za&on trends have increased the airports’ focus in genera&ng connec&vity and 
transi&oned airports from being passive infrastructure provides to now having a more ac&ve 
role in facilita&ng increased connec&vity and s&mula&ng the realiza&on of integrated mobility 
systems (Bloch, 2018). 
The en&re airport catchment area would benefits from investments on airport accessibility. New 
and upgraded transport infrastructures around airports allow the movement of people and 
goods further and faster and thus increases the airport’s catchment (Baker et al., 2010). 
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2.2.2.2				The	environmental	impact	

Airports have become economic growth and city branding hotspots, albeit not without 
considerable controversies (Freestone and Baker, 2011). Notwithstanding its employment and 
income genera&ng capabili&es, airport-led development comes in fact with environmental costs 
(Freestone, 2009). 
The main nega&ve effects of airport ac&vity on the surrounding environment are noise, air 
pollu&on, traffic conges&on, and modifica&on of land uses. As men&oned in the previous 
paragraphs, airports also generate economic development, but not necessarily in the areas 
affected by their nega&ve effects; while the benefits in terms of economic growth and 
development of an airport spill over across the region and affect a large geographical area, the 
environmental costs are suffered by residents of the neighboring local communi&es (Upham et 
al., 2003). 
The impacts of an airport’s opera&on on the surrounding environment and the lives of residents 
of the local communi&es not only affect massively the capacity of an airport, but also its 
poten&al for future growth. Local community opposi&on can constrain growth thought 
limita&ons on the number of flights and confound efforts to gain planning approval for further 
airport development. 

• The acous&c zoning  

The presence of law gaps and ins&tu&onal mismatches regarding airport-induced noise 
regula&ons tend to aggravate the nega&ve consequences of increasing air traffic on the 
backstage, where local residents suffer most costs (Lassen and Galland, 2014). One of the most 
cri&cal issue for airport operators and local administra&on is the need for a more effec&ve land 
use planning, to prevent the residen&al units and sensible receptors from being in noise 
sensi&ve areas around airports (Upham et al., 2003). 
With the aim of planning airport regions from a land use standpoint, In this regard, the acous&c 
zoning represents an useful norma&ve tool in the hands the Municipali&es surrounding the 
airport to manage the land use and the loca&on of ac&vi&es accordingly to the legisla&on of the 
sector. The acous&c zoning basically consists in a demarca&on line that comprises the areas 
characterized by exis&ng and future possible aircraT noise pollu&on levels above the established 
limit. With the establishment of the demarca&on line, the areas outside the demarca&on line 
that could instead count on having noise levels not exceeding the limit, even in future. 
Technological advances in noise reduc&on and aircraT conceivable could also shrink the 
demarca&on line. This would produce spaces that could be used in future for other noise 
sensi&ve uses, provided that these spaces are seen in connec&on with the en&re poten&al area 
for future sedlement development (Scholl and Nebel, 2014). The poten&al for industrial and 
commercial ac&vity development in these spaces could contribute in for developing an 
integrated strategy of spa&al development in airport regions. Urban and regional planners 
should then rethink the no&on of compa&bility and conceptualize the acous&c zoning as just an 
instrument for limi&ng sedlement development, but as a strategic opportunity for other types 
of noise tolerant development benefijng from a near-airport loca&on (Baker at al., 2010). 
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In this regard, Schaafsma et al. (2008) are pessimis&c about the effec&veness of conven&onal 
land use planning procedures in airport areas and suggest the need to explore more 
stakeholder-oriented approaches (Schaafsma et al., 2008). Zoning around Amsterdam Schiphol 
Airport has allowed only air transport-related ac&vi&es (warehouses) to be located in order not 
to create further residen&al areas affected by aircraT noise (Van Wijk et al., 2011). 

2.3				Conceptualize	the	new	airport	area	

2.3.1				Airport	governance  

Airport regions lie “in the crossfire of differing ambi&ons” from a number of players including 
airport operators, investors, local authori&es, infrastructure providers, and regional and na&onal 
agencies (Güller and Güller, 2003, p. 144). Tradi&onal planning approaches seem increasingly 
weak in dealing with the mul&faceted challenges of nowadays worldwide airports. A more 
actor-oriented planning process nego&a&ng “contracts” between airports, stakeholders and 
communi&es are required to be adopted (Freestone, 2009). In addi&on, more consulta&ve 
approaches in which strategic visions are derived from roundtable discussion between key 
actors is needed (Freestone and Baker, 2011). Therefore, it has been highlighted the need for a 
plaxorm that bridges airports and the public sphere, where different viewpoints can be 
coordinated in order to iden&fy a common understanding of avia&on and a shared vision of the 
direc&on for further development of airports (Bloch, 2018). 
In many cases airport priori&es have been shown to override local knowledge and needs, and 
even where consulta&ve and planning bodies for airport areas exist, decision-making remains 
complicated and biased (Lassen and Galland, 2014). 

With reference to the governance of airports, a major problem regards the lack of informa&on 
exchange with local authori&es, responsible for urban and regional territorial and mobility 
planning, in rela&on to the development of airport master plans. Coordina&on and coopera&on 
among the corresponding planning authori&es have not fully achieved in many cases and, as a 
result, local or regional plans did not include appropriate integra&on of airports, ci&es, and 
regions (Saldıraner, 2013). This missing interrela&onship between airport, city, and regional 
planning is oTen due to the outdated understanding airports only as transport infrastructures,  
the gap between the different sectoral jurisdic&ons regarding airports and their ac&vity, and the 
different scale of planning levels from na&onal to local, which inherently devalue the regional 
scale (Knippenberger, 2010). The local, regional and na&onal authori&es can have in fact 
different approaches in suppor&ng the produc&on of avia&on and the provision landside 
capacity such as railroads or roadways, and managing the different form of externali&es (Bloch, 
2018). As a result, most airport region development has been spontaneous and haphazard with 
mismatches with the local land use plans, mainly because planning and governance structures 
have been fragmented and have not seen the full range of problems and possibili&es (Van Wijk 
et al., 2011). 
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2.3.2				The	urban	models	

In the history of airport planning, development and management, significant changes have 
taken place over decades as a result of the need to increase airport capacity. The 
entrepreneurial management of modern airports goes beyond facilita&ng the movement of 
aircraTs, towards seizing a variety of commercial and industrial opportuni&es and a wider land 
use area of airport-related development (Baker et al., 2010), as well as connec&ng airports to 
other modes of transporta&on networks.  
In this perspec&ve, urban models are significant new trends in airport master planning, in which 
airport-related development is conceptualized as no longer limited within the airports 
surroundings, but expands to include the whole regions where airports are located (Saldıraner, 
2013). It has to be underlined the fact that airport-led development can occur across a 
spectrum of scales from the immediate fringe (the airfront) to the metropolitan region 
(Freestone and Baker, 2011). For this reason, five of these models have been considered and 
discussed in the present thesis on the base of the considered case: the airfront, the airport and 
cargo city, the airport corridor, and the aerotropolis, which consider progressively larger and 
more complex territorial impacts. 

The “airfront” refers to the “myriad of commercial, industrial, and transporta&on facili&es and 
services intrinsically &ed to the airport” (Blanton, 2004). The typical land use mix of these 
airport fringe areas include car rental facili&es, hotels and mee&ng facili&es, cargo services, 
manufacturing and warehousing (Freestone and Baker, 2011). 
The “airport city” concept foresees directly airport-connected commercial land development 
around airports for shopping malls, offices, cargo facili&es, tourism, leisure, and health facili&es 
in a metropolitan sejng. The scale of such development depends by several cri&cal factors such 
as air connec&vity and regional economic level (Peneda, 2010). 
The “cargo city” regards airports having the cargo transporta&on as principal ac&vity and whose 
surrounding areas are populated with logis&cs centres, including manufacturing and assembling 
facili&es and warehouses (Saldıraner, 2013). Two of the key features for a cargo city to func&on 
are the close collabora&on between the airport management company and cargo and logis&c 
companies, and the availability of mul&ple modes of transporta&on to the main ci&es of the 
region. 
The “airport corridor” seeks to transform the space between an airport and the central city in a 
band of integrated economic zone of property development crossed by road and rail 
infrastructures. The success of the corridor derives from diverse factors such as airport size and 
geographic loca&on, landside connec&vity, land availability, and the makeup of the regional 
economy (Freestone and Baker, 2011). 
The “aerotropolis” is a concept that emerges from J. D. Kasarda’s works, consis&ng of a core 
“airport city” at the center of a wider metropolis and interconnected by dedicated motorways 
(“aerolanes”) and high-speed rail links (“aerotrains”). This “aerotropolis” model envisages an 
urban form characterized by a core integra&ng aeronau&cal and non-aeronau&cal uses including 
warehouses, industrial and logis&c parks, business offices, hotels and conference centres 
housing &me-sensi&ve goods processing and distribu&on facili&es and firms dependent on 
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frequent business travel (Freestone and Baker, 2011), with outlying more extensive mix of 
shopping precincts and entertainment districts (Freestone, 2009). Residen&al districts occupy 
the wedges between the aerolanes and aerotrains, away from the main flight paths (Freestone, 
2009). A key “aerotropolis” principle which is worth men&oning is the desirability of clusters 
development combine with green spaces instead of con&nuous strip development, in 
opposi&on to the “airport corridor” concept. 

2.3.2.1		The	weaknesses	of	the	models	

The urban models described in the previous sec&on present some weak points on various 
aspects. In the next paragraphs, the main weaknesses of these models are detected and 
explained. 

First, all the considered urban models are underpinned by the ruling assump&on of inexorable 
future growth in line with the rhetoric of the avia&on sector, and the discourse largely revolves 
around expansion, setbacks to growth, and profits (Freestone and Baker, 2011). Cri&ques of 
airport-centered development urban models point to their overop&mis&c “build and growth will 
come” ajtude and simplis&c outlook about economic benefits (Kasioumi, 2015). The economic 
benefits of planned airport-led development are certainly there but their sustainability is put at 
risk by cyclical downturn and exogenous shocks affec&ng nega&vely on air traffic volumes 
(Freestone and Baker, 2011). 

The outlined urban models are pointed to present an unsustainable urban form from the 
environmental standpoint because they would augment the already exis&ng impacts of noise 
and air pollu&on, and traffic conges&on. In this regard, one of the main challenges that urban 
models should deal with consists in incorpora&ng in the planning vision of the airport in its 
urban sejng based not just on preven&ng incompa&bility but towards promo&ng 
environmentally sustainable development in the fullest sense (Freestone, 2009). From an urban 
planning perspec&ve, the main conceptual weakness of these urban models lies in their tacitly 
endorsement of the inevitability of an extensive “sprawl and scader” padern of suburban land 
use development (Freestone, 2009). Despite the role of airports in urban regenera&on has been 
broadly recognized (Robertson, 1995), the urban structure of the models could generate 
problema&cs in terms of community impacts such as reloca&on of neighborhoods and social-
spa&al divisions between riches and poors.  
Another nega&ve planning aspects of the presented urban models is the fact that their main 
focus is erroneously on the development of airport area and less on the mul&faceted 
interac&ons between the airport and the surrounding metropolitan environment (Freestone, 
2009). 

To conclude, the reviewed urban models are rather weak with respect to their top-down 
approach to planning and in addressing implementa&on of concrete plans and projects. These 
urban models are mostly economic conceptualiza&ons with insufficient weight given to the 
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acknowledgement of the wider urban and regional systems, neglec&ng the reciprocity of 
airports and regions and the complexity of stakeholders’ rela&onships (Baker et al. 2010). 

2.3.3				The	role	of	the	airport	in	the	regional	transport	network	

Two of the most important factors affec&ng the func&onal role of an airport in its regional 
transport network are the economic base of its service area and the level of compe&&on within 
the catchment area, both from other airports and from other modes of transporta&on. The 
diversity of the economic base determines demand and growth poten&al (origina&on and 
des&na&on versus hubbing) and the disposable income levels and trends in popula&on tend to 
influence traffic mix between business and holiday (Musalo Hyland, 1996). In addi&on, the 
composi&on of the regional economic system (commercial, produc&ve, and tourist sectors) can 
have a significant role in determining the importance of the the freight air traffic component for 
the airport. 
Another important key asset to consider when elabora&ng strategies for airport regions is the 
presence of an adequate transport infrastructure serving both passenger and freight traffic. In 
this way, airports located closed to transport infrastructures of na&onal and regional 
importance can count on large catchment areas and logis&cs and businesses opportuni&es.   
A further element to take into account in such planning processes is the level of urbaniza&on of 
the area surrounding the airport, which can represent a obstacle for future air traffic 
development.  
Thus, the region’s economic level and composi&on, along with the features of the territory 
surrounding the airport, are a fundamental factors on which development strategies for the 
regional transport network should be based. 

Besides defining the role of the airport in its regional network, na&onal and planning authori&es 
are required to distribute the resources in a balanced way and according to the func&onal 
differen&a&on of airports.  
The regional airport system management and development is an actual problem in many 
countries around the world. In this regard, Marintseva K. has iden&fied three possible 
management strategies for the Ukrainian context (Marintseva, 2013). A first possible strategy 
consists in the concentra&on of financial and technological resources on the development of the 
dominant regional airports, defined on the basis of passenger traffic and airport capacity. A 
second possible strategy foresees the development of the main airport of the considered region 
as an interna&onal airport and the other regional airports as domes&c. However, this strategy 
could lead to a decrease of traffic flow as passengers can choose alterna&ve modes of transport 
for domes&c movements. Lastly, a third possible development strategy envisages that all 
airports are developed in the same way so as to enhance the efficiency of the whole airport 
regional system in terms of increased degree of air transporta&on access for the popula&on of 
the considered region (Marintseva, 2013). In this last case, massive investments for providing 
efficient connec&on with the other modes of transporta&on and with other ci&es are required 
and the costs significant costs for airport ground access systems moderniza&on could lead to 
nega&ve effects for the airports regional system func&oning (Marintseva, 2013).  
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• The coordina&on of airport and planning instruments 

Airports are in need for greater convergence between airport planning and city and regional 
planning, and consequently, regional development strategies and local spa&al frameworks must 
be coordinated with airport master plans (Freestone, 2009; Freestone and Baker, 2011). 
Coopera&ve land use planning will assist airport master planning to evolve from isolated 
statements of on-airport development to visions which interconnect with broader statements of 
local, regional and na&onal level (Baker et al., 2010). 
There is also the need for a more equipped regional governance to handle land use 
development challenges in the wider airport regions fragmented into mul&ple authori&es and 
conflic&ng interests of different groups of stakeholder (Freestone and Baker, 2011). Through a 
strategic coopera&on, economic benefits may be leveraged for both the airport and the region 
by favoring appropriate commercial and industrial development and linkages in line with the 
regional assets (Baker et al. 2010).  
An integra&ve vision which recognizes the nature and the interna&onal, na&onal, regional 
importance of airports as driver of regional growth in the perspec&ve of a balanced 
development is required. Therefore, a beder understanding of the catalysts for industrial, 
commercial and residen&al development within the region in which the airport is located and 
the regional direct, indirect and induce impacts of such developments is fundamental (Baker et 
al. 2010). 
As suggested by the case of Helsinki Vantaa Airport, a district-wide comprehensive plan that 
provides for organized land use and mul&modal mobility may facilitate the planning of industrial 
and commercial corridors associated with the airport (Freestone, 2009; Baker et al., 2010). 

Conclusions	

As already men&oned in the previous sec&ons, an airport area perspec&ve only compounds the 
wickedness of the planning challenges highlighted so far (Freestone and Baker, 2011). Avia&on 
concerns need to be incorporated more explicitly into urban planning processes (Hicks, 2007) 
and airport master planning has to mesh into a more comprehensive airport area planning 
process (Jarvis, 2007). “A new approach is required, bringing together airport planning, urban 
and regional planning, and business site planning in a synergis&c manner so that future 
development will be economically efficient, and socially and environmentally 
sustainable” (hdp://aerotropolis.com/airportcity/index.php/about/). Also Baker et al. (2010) 
have drawn aden&on to the importance of moving research and prac&ce beyond the 
tradi&onally compartmentalized analysis of airport issues and policy-making by addressing the 
interdependencies between airports and regions (Baker et al., 2010). 
With reference to the airport-led economic development, Baker et al. (2010) highlight the need 
of deeply understanding the rela&ons between airport-related investment into infrastructure, 
industrial, and commercial facili&es, and the surrounding region’s present and poten&al 
economic ac&vity. In this way, planners and policy makers may be beder able to determine the 
land uses which add more value being located at or near the airport than elsewhere (Baker et 
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al. 2010). In this sense, Helsinki Vantaa Airport in Finland is an interes&ng model of a mixed use 
commercial, industrial and residen&al centre capitalizing on the advantages that the Finnish 
interna&onal airport brings. Through a coopera&ve agreement the Finnish government and 
relevant stakeholders have been able to establish a district-wide comprehensive plan along with 
an economic and marke&ng development strategy (Baker et al., 2010). 

In light of the considera&ons contained in the previous sec&ons is then required a far greater 
awareness at a regional scale from all involved stakeholders that airports are no longer just 
transport infrastructures, but mixed-use ac&vity centres and corridors, which need to be 
comprehended wholly as new urban forms (Güller & Güller, 2003). The issue of airports 
governance is fundamental when considering the changing role of airports, and in par&cular, in 
understanding and addressing present and future vision for economic development and land 
use conflicts between airports and regions (Baker et al. 2010). In this sense, it appears clear the 
need for an effec&ve governance of airport regions to coordinate the interests of various 
ins&tu&ons, public authori&es, corpora&ons and other stakeholders with the aim of synthesizing 
a common view for the airport among them and sejng shared objec&ves. Calls for a broader 
conceptualiza&on of airports planning are increasingly heard (Freestone and Baker, 2011), by 
which the broad impact of airports, affec&ng the en&re region in which are located, should be 
channelled through development strategy in line with the territorial planning instruments and 
depending on land availability and transporta&on opportuni&es (Schaafsma et al., 2008). 
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3.		AnalyCcal	framework	
From the relevant literature reviewed in the previous chapter, the main elements the urban and 
regional planners should consider when analyzing the development of strategies for airport 
regions has been iden&fied.  

The physical dimension of airports as well as its geographical loca&on are certainly fundamental 
factors when considering airport development challenges and problems, as well as its 
opera&onal ac&vity in terms passenger and freight air traffic. These features can in fact help 
planners understand the role that airports have carve out in their regional context and their 
poten&al future role. Therefore, in the next chapter the current physical layout of Bergamo Orio 
al Serio Airport in its local context is considered, as well as a descrip&on of the geographical 
sejng of the airport is furnished. In addi&on, the main characteris&cs of the air traffic ac&vity 
occurring at the considered airport is analyzed with the aim of understanding the connota&on 
of the airport both at present in in the future perspec&ve. In this regard, the massive growth of 
air traffic that have been affected Bergamo Orio al Serio for many years, along with the role that 
the main customer of the airport, Ryanair, is outlined in the next chapter. 

The territorial context in which the airport is located is also significant to be inves&gated, along 
with the process of transforma&on that it has undergone over the decades. A further element 
to consider when looking at the territorial context of an airport is certainly the role of the 
airport in the its regional transpira&onal system, as well as the accessibility condi&ons to the 
airport both for passengers and goods.   

As men&oned in the literature review chapter, nowadays many airports, even if largely 
celebrated for their posi&ve economic impact, are having difficulty in developing and expanding 
due to their massive environmental impacts on the surrounding communi&es. Therefore, the 
mul&faceted impact of the airport on the surrounding territory and communi&es is be examined 
both from the spa&al, economic and the environmental standpoints to grasp insights for a 
future development strategy.  

The characteriza&on of an airport also include the descrip&on of the governance framework 
gravita&ng around the airport, including main stakeholders directly and indirectly involved in 
the opera&on of the airport, as well as the review of the na&onal, regional, and local planning 
instruments that govern the considered ac&vity, infrastructure, and territory. 
The territorial and airport planning framework and the underlying vision and strategies of such 
planning documents will be examined and put in rela&on with the new airport development 
plan of Bergamo Orio al Serio with the ul&mate aim of proposing a different planning approach 
of airport regions.   

In light of these considera&ons suggested from the chosen literature review, the 
aforemen&oned elements characterizing an airport have been researched for the considered 
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case of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport and descried in the next chapter.  These informa&on will 
be useful for the analysis of the considered case in light of the review literature. 
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4.		The	Case:	Bergamo	Orio	al	Serio	Airport	
4.1				The	airport	and	its	acCvity	

4.1.1				The	physical	dimension	

Bergamo Orio al Serio is an Italian private airport situated 5 km south-east of the city centre of 
Bergamo and 50 km north-east of the city centre of Milan. The airport benefits from its strategic 
posi&on in the middle of northern Italy, close to the main roads of the Italian highway system, 
and consequently it cons&tutes the perfect gateway to access any region of northern Italy.  
The airport is located in the municipal territory of Orio al Serio within the Province of Bergamo, 
and it occupies also small por&ons of the municipali&es of Grassobbio, Seriate, and Azzano San 
Paolo. 

Figure	1: Loca&on of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport (regional) 
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Figure	2: Loca&on of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport (local) 

Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport is situated in a highly anthropized territorial context, 
characterized by a mixture of residen&al, agricultural, large produc&on and commercial areas 
with a dense transport infrastructure network, and in presence of natural elements such as 
water bodies and natural parks. As it can be seen from the figure below, the airport is 
constrained by the A4 motorway to the south, the Provincial Road SP591bis to the west, the 
State Road SS671 to the north, the urbanized fabrics of the municipality of Orio al Serio, to the 
north-west, and of Grassobio, to the south-east, and by the Serio river and the connected 
Regional Park to the east. 
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Figure	3: Physical limita&ons for Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport 

In addi&on to the outlined physical limits, the airport presents a current layout heavily biased 
towards the south, on a por&on of territory closed by the runway and the A4 motorway. This 
has induced a longitudinal development of the airport infrastructure, in which all the ac&vi&es 
and necessary services and spaces related to passengers and freight and courier traffic are 
concentrated, allowing lidle flexibility for a ra&onal and func&onal development of the airport. 
The reduced availability of space and the con&guity of the A4 motorway also compromises the 
accessibility system. According to the current infrastructural layout of the airport, the only 
possible access to the airport is from the west via the road network.  

4.1.2				The	operational	dimension	

The considered airport presents on one side characteristics of a city airport for its location only 
5 km from the city centre of Bergamo and in a strongly urbanized area, on the other side a 
traffic, above all low-cost tourism, of international level and in continuous growth. 
With regard to the different components of avia&on traffic, in 2018 the 82,3% of the air traffic 
volume (in terms of movements) at Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport was connected to scheduled 
flights, 9,1% to cargo traffic, 2,3% to charter carriers, and 1,6% to the general avia&on 
component (Bilancio di Esercizio 2018, SACBO). Concerning the passenger traffic, Bergamo Orio 
al Serio Airport turns out to be the first na&onal airport dedicated to low-cost operators, mainly 
due to the low-cost Ryanair, which has included the airport in the list of the main European 
hubs of reference. Over the years, Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport has also developed an 
important role for the Italian air cargo sector and has become an important Italian base for the 
main shippers given the loca&on adjacent to the motorway network and the strategic posi&on 
of the airport with respect to the territorial context. In terms of quan&&es of goods transported, 
the airport is the third na&onal airport aTer Milan Malpensa and Rome Fiumicino airports, and 
its market share in the Italian cargo transport sector is around 11%.  
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While Milan Malpensa is used both for general cargo transport and for courier traffic, Bergamo 
Orio al Serio expresses numbers exclusively for courier traffic. The traffic on Brescia is instead 
focused on the handling of post, which represents approximately 90% of the volumes handled 
by the airport (MIT, 2017). 

The opera&on of the airport is con&nuous over a 24-hour period. Although the runway can be 
used in both direc&ons, according to the current infrastructure, the preferen&al direc&on of use 
is the direc&on from east to west for both landing and take-off opera&ons as it causes less 
interference with the western airspace shared with Milan Linate Airport. During the night 
period, opposite opera&onal configura&on is preferred in order to limit the overflight of aircraT 
over popula&on centers located to the west of the airport.  

4.1.3				The	growth	of	the	airport	

In 2018 Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport has registered a total of 12.936.399 transit passengers 
and with a steady cargo movement of more than 120 thousand tons per year (123.032 tons of 
cargo during 2018), reinforcing its third posi&on in the ranking of na&onal airports for both 
passengers and cargo, and its fiTh posi&on in the ranking of handled movements with 89.533 
movements (hdp://www.assaeropor&.com/sta&s&che). 
The aforemen&oned data related to the scheduled flights ac&vity carried out in 2018 confirm 
the percentage of increase of the passengers movement by 4,9% compared to the previous year 
(2017), with an average of 50.000 passengers more a month than in 2017. In this sense, the 
growth trend in progress since 2002, with an average annual increase of more than 10%, has 
been confirmed, supported both by the offer of connec&ons implemented by the airlines 
opera&ng at the airport (the Irish Ryanair in par&cular) and thanks to the management 
strategies put in place by the management company of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport SACBO. As 
a result, Bergamo Orio al Serio is characterized by a constantly growing traffic with the highest 
rhythm among the airports in northern Italy. 
The posi&ve trend recorded in the first four months of the current year (January-April 2019) of 
+4,3% of transit passengers compared to January-April 2018 suggests that over 13 million 
passengers will be exceeded at the end of this year (hdp://www.assaeropor&.com/sta&s&che). 
With the aim of coping with these trends and with the growth of traffic demand expected by 
the planning instruments of the sector, in 2017 the airport management company SACBO has 
presented the Airport Development Plan 2030 in which defines the infrastructural and 
opera&onal interven&ons to be realized in the next decade. 

4.1.4				The	role	of	Ryanair	

Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport was Ryanair’s first Italian base when it was established in 2002 
and it is now the main Italian Ryanair hub (Dunn, 2017). Specifically, Bergamo Orio al Serio has 
been the third Ryanair airport by des&na&ons served in the period from 2007 to 2017 (124 
des&na&ons), behind only London Stansted Airport (184), Ryanair’s largest base, and its home 
base Dublin Airport (131). As a result of the strong growth of the ac&vity of Ryanair at Bergamo 
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Orio al Serio Airport described in the previous sec&on, Ryanair now represents the main 
reference carrier by far for the airport and this fact makes Bergamo Orio al Serio a very 
compe&&vely priced Milan area airport. 

Together with Hahn and Charleroi airports, Bergamo Orio al Serio symbolizes the Ryanair’s 
strategy of serving big ci&es through out-of-town airports: Charleroi for Bruxelles, Hahn for 
Frankfurt and Bergamo Orio al Serio for Milan. Although in the last years Ryanair has started 
serving also the main airports of these three big European ci&es, in each case the Irish low cost 
carrier s&ll has a larger opera&on at the alterna&ve airport than the primary one. Bergamo Orio 
al Serio shows this trend: Ryanair began opera&ng on Milan Malpensa Airport in 2015, and 
quickly grew to serve nine des&na&ons from, but at the same &me growth at Bergamo Orio al 
Serio Airport has solidly con&nued (Dunn, 2017). 
Over the course of years, Ryanair’s activity has increased dramatically and has seen the constant 
increase in the number of destinations and the variation in them (Ceriani, 2012). The company's 
expansion policy is constantly on the lookout for markets and looks to the exclusive pursuit of 
profits without much interest for the territories in which it operates. Ryanair has in fact a very 
aggressive strategy towards airports and this is exemplified by some choices, such as in the case 
of London Stansted and Valencia airports. Here, Ryanair decided to strongly reduce flight 
frequencies (London) and temporarily cease to operate (Valencia) in response to an increase of 
airport charges applied by the airports’ management company, causing a remarkable drop of 
passengers in the two airports. These considerations must, however, be framed in a context in 
which over the last few years in Europe around 2,500 new routes a year have been opened and 
around 2,000 closed, with an active balance of about 500 routes a year, but with an obvious 
greater ease in the change of route by the carriers (about 55% of the new routes are closed in 
the first two years). In the case of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport, the 65% of the all routes 
operated during the decade 2007-2017 were still operating in 2017 (https://www.anna.aero/
2017/02/01/best-most-worst-ryanair-bases/). In this regard, in 2012, local newspapers reported 
the news about the renewal of the contract between Ryanair and SACBO for further 12 years 
according to which the Irish company is required to continue to make the airport of Bergamo 
Orio al Serio its main hub of Southern Europe, boosting routes and increasing the number of 
passengers. 

4.1.5				The	role	of	the	airport	

Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport, also known as Il Caravaggio 
Interna&onal Airport and Milan Bergamo Airport, is part of the Milan airport system alongside 
the Milan airports of Malpensa and Linate, which is the second airport system in Italy by 
passengers behind the airport system of Rome. Together with the airport of Brescia Mon&chiari 
the three Milan airports cons&tutes the Lombard airport system which represents 
approximately 25% of passenger traffic handled by the en&re na&onal system. In the year 2018 
Lombard airports have in fact exceeded 46 million passengers and more than 100 airlines 
operate, including 17 cargo ships (hdp://www.assaeropor&.com). 
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Figure	4: The Lombard airport system 

In the outlined regional context, Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport is the second airport by 
passengers of the Milan airport system and has a strategic role in Lombardy both for the levels 
of traffic reached and for the size of its catchment area. 

In rela&on to the na&onal context, Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport is iden&fied in the Na&onal 
Airport Plan (PNA) as an airport of na&onal interest. Within the North West basin, where all 
Lombard airports fall, the PNA confirms the role of intercon&nental airport for Milan Malpensa 
and the “point to point” role with stable traffic for Milan Linate. For Bergamo Orio al Serio the 
PNA envisaged a further growth of passenger traffic along with a slowdown of goods. Lastly, the 
PNA foresees a reserve of capacity for the future and a role of “all cargo” airport for Brescia 
Mon&chiari Airport. At na&onal level, the airports of Malpensa, Linate and Orio al Serio are 
among the top four in the na&onal ranking for passenger traffic (immediately aTer Rome 
Fiumicino) and, in the case of Malpensa, in first place for the transport of goods. Added to these 
is the airport of Mon&chiari, whose voca&on is oriented towards the cargo business and 
cons&tutes a reserve of capacity for the en&re system, without underes&ma&ng the poten&al 
that it could have with regard to the development of passenger traffic given the posi&on center 
of gravity along the axis of the Po valley. 
At the European level, the Milan airport system is one of the most important airport systems 
thanks to its geographic and economic strategic posi&on. As part of the TEN-T, Bergamo Orio al 
Serio Airport is included in the “Core” Network. In par&cular, Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport is 
part of the Mediterranean and Rhine-Alpine Network Corridors, and it strategically located right 
in the middle between the Rhine-Alpine and Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridors.  
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Figure	5: Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport in the European TEN-T Network Corridors 

In light of the presented data, Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport has a key role in the regional 
context of the Lombard region as well as at the na&onal and scale, and it is considered as 
strategic in the European transporta&on network. 

• The catchment area 

The catchment area of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport is not limited only to the Lombardy region, 
but also includes the north-eastern part of Italy (a significant por&on of Veneto to the east and 
Emilia Romagna to the south). In par&cular, over 70% of passengers comes from the Lombardy 
region (39.1% from Milan, 26.2% Bergamo, 11.6% Brescia). To these are added a por&on of 
passengers whose origin is Piedmont (7.3%), Veneto (8.0%) and Emilia Romagna (6.0%). 
As a result, the airport benefits of a robust catchment area including the areas with the highest 
GDP in Italy, with 10 million residents within 90 minutes and 810,000 companies based within 
60 minutes (hdp://www.therouteshop.com/profiles/bergamo-airport/). 
Given its geographical loca&on, Bergamo Orio al Serio airport offers diverse opportuni&es for 
tourism to passengers: 
- Art and cultural ci&es (Milan, Bergamo, Brescia, Verona, Mantova, Piacenza); 
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- Shopping outlets and malls in Milan and in the surroundings, such as the very close Orio 
Center shopping mall; 

- Skiing on nearby mountains; 
- Lake tourism (Garda, Iseo, Maggiore, and Como lakes) 
- Gastronomy and wine tourism. 
(hdp://www.therouteshop.com/profiles/bergamo-airport/). 

4.2				The	context	of	the	airport	

With the aim of iden&fying a development vision for Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport and it has 
emerged from the literature review, it is crucial to inves&gate the the most important features 
and strategic assets in the territory surrounding the airport. 

4.2.1			The	territorial	context	

Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport is located in a territorial area between the outskirts of Bergamo 
and the low Lombard plain with a high rural connota&on. The Lombard plain, which is 
considered as a unitary sedlement area, is characterized by a high level of func&ons and 
services present in a territorial context of historical and consolidated centrality. Near the plain, 
the hilly area is characterized by high density urban areas, where it emerges among all the city 
of Bergamo. These urban areas include all the major historical centers and are characterized by 
an intense use of land, where urbaniza&on and edifica&on prevail over the empty and free 
spaces that are rare or residual. 
Within this landscape context, Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport is therefore located right among 
the ambit of the dense urban suburbs of Bergamo and the first offshoots of the typical 
agricultural territories of the lower Lombard plain. Here, Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport is 
included between two important infrastructural axes, such as the railway line to the north and 
the A4 motorway to the south. 

4.2.2				The	process	of	transformaAon	of	the	territory	

The structure of the Lombard plain has undergone profound changes throughout history, 
especially due to the phenomenon of the widespread urbaniza&on of the contemporary era 
that has determined the transforma&on of the dis&nc&ve features of this territory. In par&cular, 
the territorial context within which Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport is located is the result of a 
profound process of urban expansion which affected the func&onal layout of the territory. From 
prevailing agricultural use of the soil and by a sedlement system consis&ng solely of rural 
hamlets and isolated farmhouses that characterized the lower Bergamo plain un&l the first post-
war period, the strong urban expansion, that saw its most intense phase at the begin of the 60s, 
has determined a strong sedlement development around the ancient centres occupying 
agricultural plots. In this regard, the limited size of the old centres in rela&on to the overall 
extension of the residen&al and commercial des&na&on systems shows the recent evolu&on of 
the urbanized fabric. Agricultural open spaces characterized by large plots where the prevalent 
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use of the soil is the cul&va&on of arable land and grazing and por&ons more or less disrupted 
of buildings mix give life to a landscape of transi&on and therefore more inclined to con&nuous 
transforma&ons. 

The outlined urban development towards the territories of the Lombard plain began along the 
infrastructural connec&ng routes (highways and railways), which, as a prac&ce, played the role 
of structuring axes. The railway line and the A4 motorway each in its own way and at different 
&mes, have influenced the urban development of the territory they crossed. If, in fact, for a long 
&me the presence of the railway network has limited the prolifera&on of the urban areas of 
Bergamo towards the more purely agricultural areas of the low plain, aTer the construc&on of 
the A4 Motorway, the s&ll free areas closest to it have become strategic for the placement of 
important commercial, industrial and technological centers. In this regard, the urban 
development from the purely industrial and commercial character of the municipali&es of 
Azzano San Paolo and Grassobbio near the A4 motorway route is a clear example. 
The loca&on of some important interven&ons in the ter&ary sector, the goods cycle and 
metropolitan leisure along the A4 motorway has led to the crea&on of a specialized director in 
these sectors, who finds its physical, func&onal and conceptual crowning in the presence of 
Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport. 
As a result of these evolu&onary processes, the polycentric structure that characterizes the 
sedlement system on the outskirts of Bergamo within a purely agricultural context and 
dissected by important infrastructures for mobility have been generated. Interes&ngly, the 
considered area is characterized by the presence of the first signs of metropolitan dispersion 
with knots such as mul&-func&onal buildings and shopping centers alongside the road director, 
which are the driving force of urbaniza&on. 

4.2.3				The	land	use	

As men&oned in the previous sec&on, urban growth, spreading within the Bergamo plain and 
crossing the railway line, has occurred intensive, some&mes disordered, and in the absence of 
an adequate urban design, determining the presence of numerous highly urbanized areas, 
mainly located along the main road link infrastructures. Specifically, the area to the north-west 
of the Bergamo Orio al Serio airport is occupied by the offshoots of the municipality of 
Bergamo, where the use of land is divided between con&nuous and discon&nuous urban fabric 
of residen&al complexes, produc&on areas and large public and private service facili&es. 
Similarly, the northern area of the airport is occupied by the same type of land use, related to 
the municipality of Seriate and Orio al Serio. The southern area of the airport grounds, even if 
less intense than the northern side, is occupied in part by both con&nuous and discon&nuous 
urban fabric, and by the presence of produc&ve areas and public and private service facili&es 
related to the municipali&es of Stezzano, Azzano San Paolo and Grassobbio. Areas covered by 
permanent meadows and occupied by bushes and shrubs can be no&ced along the course of 
the Serio river, in the south-eastern side of the airport. In the eastern area, in a context of 
predominance of arable land, produc&on areas and sedlements of large public and private 
facili&es related to the municipali&es of Bagna&ca and Brusaporto are located. 
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Figure	6: Land use around Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport 
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4.2.4				The	economic	impact	

Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport cons&tutes a driving force for the economic development of the 
Province, contribu&ng about 8% to the GDP of the Province of Bergamo (SACBO, 2018). The 
presence of the airport guarantees today over 9,500 direct jobs, 8,300 jobs occupied by workers 
whose ac&vi&es are indirectly related to the airport (management company, handlers, 
companies, flight controllers, state bodies, security at the gates, cleaning, shops, catering, 
restaurants and shops), and registering employment levels that exceeds 6,500 induced jobs on 
the territory. With the cataly&c impact that counts more than 32,000 jobs, the total amount of 
jobs created by Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport is es&mated by SACBO around 56,000 jobs 
(Bilancio di Esercizio 2018, SACBO). For these reasons, the importance of direct, indirect, 
induced and cataly&c economic effects deriving from the presence of the Bergamo Orio al Serio 
Airport for the en&re provincial economy is recognized by all the local stakeholders, including 
the territorial actors who request to limit the number of flights. 

4.2.5				The	accessibility	to	the	airport		

At present Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport can only be reached via the road network. 
The primary road accessibility system to the Bergamo Orio al Serio airport is cons&tuted by the 
A4 motorway and the provincial network, represented by the interurban axis (SS671) and the 
SP591bis, serving the en&re territory in which the airport is located. With respect to the local 
context there are two access gates: a main one from the west for access to the passenger 
terminal, to the freight and airport services area through the SP116 and a secondary one, from 
the east, through Via Orio al Serio and Via Madeoj star&ng from the Grassobbio junc&on along 
the SS671, dedicated to airport employees only. The road accessibility of Bergamo Orio al Serio 
Airport has been enhanced in the last years through the connec&on with the Bergamo Southern 
Bypass and the BreBeMi motorway. 
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Figure	7: Transporta&on network around Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport 

With reference to public transport, at present the Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport is not equipped 
with a direct railway connec&on with the regional transporta&on network. The connec&on with 
the railway network is therefore ensured by bus services that connect the passenger terminal to 
the Bergamo and Milan Central railway sta&ons, along with many other des&na&ons in northern 
Italy. 
In the absence of a direct rail connec&on, the modal distribu&on of access to the airport is 
currently split for 66% on cars and 34% on coaches and buses (Ceriani, 2012). In actual fact, 
most of the vehicular traffic flows on the A4 motorway through the Bergamo tollgate and the 
interurban axis (SP671). From these sta&s&cal data, it also appears that the different access 
methods vary in percentage terms depending on the city; as for Milan the bus represents the 
preferen&al mode of access to the airport, passengers origina&ng from the ci&es of Bergamo 
and Brescia reach the airport mainly by private car (SACBO, 2018). 

4.3				The	stakeholders		

Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport is located in a heavily urbanized and densely populated area. It is 
from this premise that derives the number of actors involved in the opera&on of the airport, in 
the planning and control ac&vi&es, and in the defini&on of the policies of territorial 
development. The subjects involved can be grouped into:  
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1. Economic actors, linked to the airport ac&vity, bearers of interests essen&ally of an 
economic and income type; 

2. Actors who carry out ac&vi&es of direc&on and control of the airport ac&vity (Direc&on and 
control of ac&vi&es actors); 

3. Territorial actors, locally impacted by the airport ac&vity. 

4.3.1				Economic	actors	

The main economic actors at Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport are the airport management 
company (SACBO) and the passenger and cargo carriers, along with the airport employees. 

• SACBO 

SACBO (Company for Bergamo Orio al Serio Civil Airport) is the company that manages Bergamo 
Orio al Serio Airport. SACBO was established on July 16, 1970 and one year later (March 20, 
1972) the competent authorities certified the suitability of the Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport 
infrastructure and the ability to perform civil air traffic. The shareholding structure of SACBO is 
constituted as follows: 
- SEA* (Airport Exercises Company) with 30.98% of the shares; 
- UBI Bank 17.90%; 
- Municipality of Bergamo 13.84%; 
- Bergamo Chamber of Commerce 13.25%; 
- Province of Bergamo 10.20%; 
- Credito Bergamasco 6.96%; 
- Other private partners 3.88%. 
*SEA Group manages the airports of Milan Linate and Milan Malpensa providing all services and 
related activities.  

• Carriers	

Regarding the passenger traffic, Ryanair is the most important carrier operating the airport of 
Bergamo Orio al Serio, handling more than 80% of passengers of the airport and directly 
employing about 650 employees (Ceriani, 2012). The second carrier for handled passengers is 
the Hungarian WizzAir with a market share of 8.7%. The Italian Blue Panorama confirms itself as 
the third carrier with a little less than 200,000 passengers per year, with a market share of 1.5%. 
Concerning the goods and courier traffic, The German logistics company DHL handles about 
70% of the gravitating goods on Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport (Ceriani, 2012) and is an 
important actor both for the economic purposes of SACBO and for the territory, since it employs 
about 650 employees within the DHL system. It is estimated that the induced effect of DHL is 
around 1,200 people. 
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4.3.2				DirecAon	and	control	of	acAviAes	actors	

The actors who carry out ac&vi&es of direc&on and control on the Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport 
ac&vity and on the planning of the interven&ons are, at the state level, the Ministry of the 
Environment and the Ministry of Infrastructures and Transport and, at the territorial level, the 
Region and the Province, with competences not specific to airports, but with territorial and 
environmental planning competences. The civil avia&on regulator (ENAC) and air traffic control 
authority (ENAV), in addi&on to the Airport Commission, decide on issues related to the impact 
of the ac&vity on the territory and its mi&ga&on. In par&cular: 

• The Ministry of the Environment deals with concerns related to the environmental impact 
assessment (EIA) of airports’ infrastructure and opera&on. In par&cular, it performs the 
func&ons of sejng maximum limits for the acceptability rela&ng to the different types of 
pollu&on and the verifica&on of compliance with the provisions set out in the environmental 
compa&bility decrees. 

• The Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport has the competence of planning, supervision and 
control of airports and airport systems, and the evaluation of investment plans. 

• The Lombardy Region is appointed to the territorial planning of the Region and sets the 
guidelines related to the structure of the Lombard airport system and the role of each 
individual airport in the territorial development of the Region. In particular, the Region 
manages the distribution of air traffic between different airports in the perspective of a 
coordinated and synergistic development with the territories in which they are located. 
Furthermore, its duties include the realization of all infrastructures planned to improve the 
access to airports. 

• The Province of Bergamo, that is part of the shareholding structure of the Bergamo Orio al 
Serio Airport management company SACBO, is the coordinating subject of territorial 
development interventions and defines the strategic guidelines for the policies and the 
choices of territorial, landscape, environmental and urban planning of supra-municipal 
relevance. 

• ENAC (National Agency for Civil Aviation) deals with multiple aspects of civil aviation 
regulation such as the examination and assessment of the regulatory plans and interventions, 
investments and development programs in the airport sector. It also plays a coordination 
function between the various interests in terms of environmental issues. 

• ENAV (National Agency for Flight Assistance) is the company to which the State delegates the 
management and control of civil air traffic in Italy. 
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• The Airport Commission is established by ENAC with the task of defining anti-noise 
procedures and identifying the areas of respect for the airport surroundings. The Airport 
Commission is the place for confrontation in which the local authorities can influence the 
choices concerning the environmental effects on the territory of airport activities. The Airport 
Commission of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport is composed of representatives of: 

- Lombardy Region;  
- Municipali&es of Bergamo, Orio al Serio, Grassobbio, Seriate, Azzano San Paolo, Bagna&ca, 

Brusaporto and Costa di Mezzate;  
- Province of Bergamo;  
- Ministry of the Environment;  
- ARPA (Regional Agency for Environmental Protec&on);  
- SACBO;  
- ENAV.  

4.3.3				Territorial	actors	

The territorial actors are those interested in the impact, posi&ve in economic and employment 
terms but nega&ve in environmental terms, deriving from the development of the ac&vity of 
Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport. 

• Municipali&es 

Several Municipali&es are affected by the opera&on of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport, especially 
in terms of nega&ve effects such as noise and air pollu&on, vehicular traffic, and land 
consump&on. On the one hand, the Municipali&es are required to use the land in compliance 
with the legisla&on for the protec&on against pollu&on, that is to minimize the environmental 
impact on the popula&ons of the areas surrounding the airport. On the other hand, they must 
comply with the obliga&ons arising from the airport acous&c zoning and implement the airport 
noise abatement measures in their rehabilita&on plans. In 2010 the Mayors of 12 Municipali&es 
established the so called Permanent “Board of Majors” to constantly check the airport situa&on 
and keep any evolu&on under control. 

• Legambiente  

Legambiente is the most widespread Italian environmental associa&on. In the Bergamo Orio al 
Serio Airport affair Legambiente aims at protec&ng the environmental resources and the rights 
of the residents. 

• Ci&zens Commidees 

The Ci&zens Commidees were born spontaneously as a response to the problems that the 
development of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport has produced for those who live in its immediate 
vicinity or along the take-off and landing routes. The Commidees put forward several requests, 
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some common, others more specific, depending on the loca&on of the Municipality where they 
were born, with respect to the impact that derives on their territories in terms of noise, 
limita&ons on the use of soil, and conges&on. In 2011 the Commidees gave themselves a 
Coordina&on, as a result of the dialogue that led to the sharing of common objec&ves. They are 
part of the Coordina&on of Ci&zens Commidee: 
- Bergamo Airport Commidee (which includes the municipali&es of Colognola, Campagnola 

and Malpensata);  
- Cassinone Without Borders (represen&ng the municipali&es of Bagna&ca and Seriate);  
- Aerei Azzano Commidee;  
- Stezzano Airport Commidee;  
- Commidee for a different airport of Grassobbio;  

The first purpose of the Coordina&on of Ci&zens Commidees is to iden&fy a place of discussion 
in which a confronta&on is made that allows ci&zens to give voice to their requests and to claim 
their rights, and to obtain a collabora&ve dialogue with the ins&tu&ons to tackle the issue of 
territorial cohabita&on of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport in a shared way. 

4.4				The	framework	of	the	planning	instruments		

In this section the most relevant planning instruments for the considered case of Bergamo Orio 
al Serio Airport are listed and described. First, the most important plans in force related to the 
planning of the transportation sector at the international, national and regional scales are 
outlined. Successively, the relevant planning instruments concerning the general planning at the 
regional, provincial and local scales are taken into account. 

4.4.1				The	transportaAon	planning	

The framework of the transporta&on planning instruments can be summarized as follows: 

• European Level 
- Ten-T Strategic Plan 

• Na&onal Level 
- Na&onal Plan of Airports (PNA) 

• Regional Level  
- Regional Mobility and Transport Program (PRMT) 

•  The European Level 

At the European level, the Ten-T (Trans-European Transport Network) is an European 
Commission policy directed towards the implementa&on and development of an Europe-wide 
seamless transport network of roads, railways, airports and seaports. The aim of TEN-T is to 
close gaps and remove bodlenecks exis&ng between the transport networks of EU member 
States with the ul&mate objec&ve of strengthening the social, economic and territorial cohesion 
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of the EU. The TEN-T seeks to achieve this aim through the construc&on of new physical 
infrastructures and the modernizing and upgrading of the already exis&ng ones. The TEN-T 
consists of two planning layers: the “Comprehensive Network” (to be completed by 2050) that 
covers all European regions, and the “Core Network” (to be completed by 2030) that iden&fies 
the most important connec&ons and nodes within the Comprehensive Network. In order to 
facilitate the coordina&on between TEN-T projects nine Core Networks Corridors has been 
iden&fied. (hdps://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/infrastructure/about-ten-t_en). 

Figure	8: The TEN-T Network Corridors 
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Within the TEN-T, the Milan airport system is one of the most important airport systems thanks 
to its geographic and economic strategic posi&on on the “Mediterranean” and “Rhine-Alpine” 
Core Network Corridors. Specifically, the airports of Bergamo Orio al Serio, Milan Linate and 
Milan Malpensa are included in the “Core network”, while Brescia Mon&chiari Airport is 
included in the “Comprehensive network”. 

• The Na&onal Level 

The Na&onal Level is primarily composed of the Na&onal Plan of Airports (PNA) produced by 
ENAC. The PNA cons&tutes a planning act for the country’s airport system and for the 
integra&on of airports and the other modes of transporta&on present or planned on the 
territory in logic of intermodality and harmonious development of infrastructure and services.  
The PNA incorporates the European TEN-T and characterizes the na&onal airport system by 
iden&fying the airports of na&onal interest, and in par&cular some of par&cular strategic 
importance. These airports of strategic importance are the airports that effec&vely meet the 
demand for air transport of large volumes and catchment areas and are able to guarantee this 
func&on over &me, due to the capacity of the infrastructure and the degree of accessibility and 
integra&on with other mobility networks. 
The PNA divides the Italian territory in 10 traffic basins and all Lombard airports within the 
north-western basin. 
The most recent PNA (completed on February 2014) iden&fies as priority interven&ons for the 
na&onal airport network, necessary to sa&sfy future traffic demand, the upgrading of airport 
infrastructures, with responsibility and care of airport operators, and the enhancement of 
accessibility and intermodality, which is the responsibility of the State and local authori&es.  
Since the PNA iden&fies the Bergamo Orio al Serio airport as an airport of na&onal interest, 
ENAC considers necessary to make infrastructure adjustments and interven&ons to cope with it. 
In par&cular, the PNA iden&fies as priori&es the construc&on of the railway connec&on with the 
Bergamo and Milan railway sta&ons and the expansion of the motorway infrastructures in the 
Province (the Lombard Pedemontana and the External East Bypass of Milan). 

• The Regional level 

The Regional Mobility and Transport Program (PRMT) iden&fies the objec&ves, strategies, and 
the ac&ons for mobility and transport in the territories of each Italian region. With reference to 
the Lombardy region, the PRMT calls for redesigning the exis&ng transport service and 
infrastructure and iden&fies the priority interven&ons in rela&on to the spa&al and economic 
development of the Lombardy region. The target of the PRMT in force, approved by the Region 
on September 20, 2016 consists in enhancing the connec&vity and promo&ng the mul&modality 
of the transport system of Lombardy, with the ul&mate aim of strengthening the 
compe&&veness and the socio-economic development of the territory. In this perspec&ve, the 
PRMT in force strongly supports the development of the Lombard airport system and the road 
and rail accessibility to airports. The following figures show the main interven&ons iden&fied for 
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the upgrading of the primary road and rail network linked to the Lombard airport system. With 
par&cular regard to Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport, the PRMT considers as priori&es the 
realiza&on of the High speed/High capacity railway line connec&ng Treviglio, Brescia, and 
Verona and the railway link between Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport and Milan and Bergamo. 

 

Figure	9: The planned Lombard railway network  
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Figure	10: The planned Lombard railway network 

4.4.2				The	ordinary	general	planning	

Under the current regional planning law of the Lombardy Region, which dictates the rules of 
government of the Lombard territory, the framework of the planning instruments can be 
summarized as follows: 
• The Regional level 

- Regional Territorial Plan (PTR) 
• The Provincial level 

- Provincial Territorial Coordina&on Plan (PTCP) 
• The Municipal level 

- Territorial Government Plan (PGT) 

• The Regional Level  

The Regional Level primarily refers to the Regional Territorial Plan (PTR) which cons&tutes the 
act of direc&on of the programming of the region, as well as of orienta&on of territorial planning 
of the Provinces and Municipali&es. The PTR of the Lombardy region in force, approved on 
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19/01/2010 is the tool for the strategic management of the development of the regional 
territory, and is closely interconnected to the PRMT in terms of both infrastructures and 
services, and of priority development scenarios. In par&cular, the strategic objec&ves of the PTR 
for the transport sector are to create an increasingly integrated mobility system by developing a 
mul&modal infrastructure network, to ensure all the territories of the region and to all ci&zens, 
access to public services. At the same &me the PTR set the condi&ons for an adequate offer to 
the demand for spaces for residence, produc&on, commerce, and leisure, ac&ng primarily on 
contexts to be redeveloped or recovered and reducing the use of free land. 

• The Provincial Level  

The Province, through the Provincial Territorial Coordina&on Plan (PTCP), defines the general 
objec&ves related to the organiza&on and protec&on of its territory. The PTCP is also an act of 
direc&on of the socio-economic planning of the province and has landscape and environmental 
validity.  
The PTCP of the Province of Bergamo, currently under revision, has set goals of environmental 
protec&on, support for economic development, the improvement of the quality of sedlement, 
mobility infrastructure and service systems. 

• The Municipal Level 

The Municipal Level is implemented through the Territorial Government Plan (PGT) adopted and 
approved by the Municipal Council, which defines the structure of the en&re municipal territory. 
The Municipali&es, in the draTing of their PGTs, set local urban development choices in line 
with the objec&ves and guidelines contained in the PTR and the PTCP. With reference to 
airports, Municipali&es must pay par&cular aden&on to the defini&on of sedlement forecasts in 
the vicinity of airport infrastructures, defining the list of des&na&ons and ac&vi&es prohibited in 
rela&on to the problems of transport and sedlement security and to the indica&ons derived 
from the acous&c zoning plan. In light of the considered case, the PGTs of the Municipali&es of 
Azzano San Paolo, Bergamo, Grassobbio, Orio al Serio, and Seriate were taken into account. 
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5.		Analysis	
In this chapter, using the development of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport as a typical example of 
an airport close to a city and with important spa&al problems, central conflicts and possible 
perspec&ves for its future development are brought out and related to the inspected literature.  
The massive expansion of the Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport ac&vity that has characterized the 
last fiTeen years does not seem to have not been associated with a long-term development 
plan for the airport in its regional sejng. Therefore, the analysis seeks to answer the following 
research ques&on: 

Research	QuesCon:  

How	can	a	long-term	vision	at	the	regional	scale	for	the	development	of	airports	ensure	an	
efficient	accessibility	on	the	landside	and	the	cohabitaAon	with	the	territory? 

The theories on airport-led development and insights coming from strategies of airport 
development in its regional context presented in the theore&cal framework argue for a more in-
depth understanding of the role of airports in their regional context and for a more integrated 
approach between the diverse ambits rota&ng around airports (mobility network, land use 
development, real estate, industrial and commercial ac&vi&es).  

5.1				The	main	conflicts	around	Bergamo	Orio	al	Serio	Airport	

In the next paragraphs, the main conflicts around Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport are analyzed. In 
par&cular, the vision underlying the Airport Development Plan 2030 proposed by SACBO are 
considered in rela&on to the objec&ves and the strategies pursued by the na&onal, regional and 
local planning framework emerging from the reading of the planning and programming 
documents. 
The analysis of the case of Bergamo Orio al Serio rests on the reading of the Airport 
Development Plan 2030, the most recent European, Italian, and regional planning documents 
related to the considered case, as well as the past Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs). 
Moreover, the present thesis counts on an interview with the Mayor of the Municipality of Orio 
al Serio, the most impacted by the airport ac&vity overall. The possible solu&ons proposed for 
both this par&cular case and other airports facing similar issues emerge from the relevant 
literature presented in the theore&cal framework.  

5.1.1				Air	traffic	forecasts	

At the na&onal level, the most recent Na&onal Airport Plan (PNA) predicts for the Lombardy 
region a passenger traffic between around passengers in 2030, distributed in the airports of 
Milan Malpensa and Linate, Bergamo Orio al Serio and Brescia Mon&chiari, according to three 
scenarios minimum, average, and maximum, which take into account the occurrence or 
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otherwise of certain condi&ons, with par&cular reference to infrastructure adjustment and 
enhancement of accessibility and intermodality. In the specific case of Bergamo Orio al Serio 
Airport an expected traffic volume between 11,5 and 13,5 million passengers per year is 
foreseen to 2030, taking into account some possible improvements to the accessibility system 
that could allow the airport to reach the high threshold level of traffic indicated by ENAC (13,5 
million passengers).  
At the same &me also air cargo traffic is set to increase to a considerable extent in Italy in a 
scenario up to 2030, but lower than in other European countries. In fact, it seems that the 
Italian advantages compared to the geographical posi&on at the barycenter of the 
Mediterranean, and the added value of Made in Italy goods, are countered by nega&ve factors 
such as the insufficient efficiency of warehouses service and the lack of connec&ons with the 
most produc&ve areas of the rest of the world. In this regard, the managing director of SACBO 
Emilio Bellingardi has argued that Italy is currently not structured to handle goods at airports as 
it should and this is a pity because Italy, and in par&cular the Lombardy region, lives on exports, 
and therefore the segment cargo should be upgraded (Savelli, 2019).  
In light if the high growth rates expected by the PNA, the Regional Mobility and Transport 
Program (PRMT) of the Lombardy region considers it necessary to develop the airport system 
infrastructure, in rela&on to the mobility of both passengers and goods. 

On the one hand, in SACBO’s opinion the interven&ons of strengthening and upgrading of the 
airport infrastructure to increase its capacity, together with the improvement of accessibility to 
the airport envisaged by the ADP2030 are consistent with the indica&ons contained in the PNA 
and in the PRMT to respond efficiently to the future demand for air traffic.  
On the other hand, the uncontrolled expansion of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport in terms of air 
traffic occurred in the last fiTeen years is among the main issues highlighted by the Board of 
Mayors in the so-called Mayors’ note. The priority objec&ve pursued by the Board of Mayors is 
to limit the development of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport in terms of number of flights, 
opposing with determina&on “any hypothesis of exceeding the 68,570 annual movements 
expected by 2015 from the EIA of 2013”, in the belief that further development of the airport is 
incompa&ble with the cohabita&on with the surrounding Municipali&es.  
In this regard, the Mayors of the Municipali&es around the airport have strong doubts on the air 
traffic projec&ons presented by SACBO in the ADP2030, since the expected number of 
movements to 2030 have been almost reached in 2018, and the growth trend of the first 
months of 2019 suggest that they will be even exceeded at the end of the present year as can 
be no&ced from the words of Alessandro Colleda, the Mayor of Orio al Serio: 

“SACBO	in	the	ADP2030	is	saying	that	in	2030	the	airport	will	reach	an	number	of	movements	
that	was	actually	reached	the	previous	year	(2018).	In	addiAon,	such	already	ongoing	acAvity	
levels	are	flacked	by	the	absence	of	the	miAgaAon	measures	and	the	other	planned	works	for	
the	year	2030	such	as	the	railway	connecAon	with	the	city	of	Bergamo.	That’s	not	correct!”	

  
Also the Coordina&on of Ci&zens Commidees asks for stopping the con&nuous and 
indiscriminate increase in the number of flights recalling the provisions of the EIA of 2003. In 
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par&cular, the Coordina&on calls for a limit to be set on the development of the airport and its 
ac&vi&es, fearing that, in the absence of a defined limit, development will con&nue unlimited. In 
par&cular, the Commidee for a different airport of Grassobbio complaints the fact that the 
dizzying development of airport ac&vi&es in just a few years took place without any interven&on 
by ins&tu&ons. 

To conclude, the continuous increase in flights, not supported by a recent development plan 
taking into account the changed conditions compared to 2013, worries the actors of the 
territory, who demand more guarantees. In this regard, the territorial actors contest that the 
uncertainty deriving from the continuous increase in the number of flights, already beyond the 
limits indicated in the planning instruments, is due to the lack of a recent plan defining the 
maximum capacity of the airport and the potential of the airport in the long-term scenario. In 
the event that the Bergamo Orio al Serio airport would continue to record growth in air traffic,  
the Mayors of the Municipalities surrounding the airport guarantee that citizens protests will be 
faced by the airport management company. 

5.1.2				The	vision	and	the	strategy	

5.1.2.1				The	strategy	of	the	main	planning	instruments	

At the na&onal level, the Na&onal Airport Plan (PNA) considers Milan Malpensa as strategic 
airport and intercon&nental gate, and Bergamo Orio al Serio Milan Linate as airports of na&onal 
interest, all three in the context of the European TEN-T “Core Network”. Brescia Mon&chiari is 
instead only considered as a local airport in the PNA and included in the TEN-T “Comprehensive 
Network”. In terms of roles, the PNA envisages Milan Malpensa as intercon&nental gate and 
reference airport for northern Italy, Milan Linate as city airport considering its strategic posi&on 
within the metropolitan area of Milan, Bergamo Orio al Serio specialized for the tourist demand, 
in par&cular with low cost carriers and courier, and Brescia Mon&chiari as an important reserve 
of capacity, both for passengers and freight traffic, for the fijng territorial colloca&on in an area 
s&ll not densely urbanized. 

The Regional Mobility and Transport Program (PRMT) of Lombardy region, approved in 2016, 
having as objec&ve the improvement of the Lombardy connec&ons of the primary network on a 
macro-regional, na&onal and interna&onal scale, supports the development of the airport 
system represented by the airports of Milan Malpensa and Linate, Bergamo Orio al Serio and 
Brescia Mon&chiari and the related access links. To pursue this objec&ve, the strategy iden&fied 
by the PRMT consists of crea&ng a single airport system, open to synergies with Northern Italian 
airports in a macro-territorial logic, but with dis&nct roles for individual airports in line with the 
PNA (PRMT, 2016). In this way, the en&re airport system can develop harmoniously, with a 
coherent redistribu&on of passenger flows in all airports based on the specific voca&on of each 
of them, so as to fully exploit the overall capacity of the system and the territory in a 
coordinated manner. Specifically, according to the PRMT, the func&onal integra&on of Bergamo 
Orio al Serio in the Lombard Airport cargo transport system is considered important, with 
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par&cular aden&on to the capacity reserve cons&tuted by the Mon&chiari airport that can allow 
to free up space for passenger traffic and lighten noise pollu&on in the Bergamo area. 

The specializa&on of Milan Malpensa as an intercon&nental gate defined both by the PNA and 
the PRMT has as objec&ve the development of intercon&nental air traffic. This par&cular role 
can not in fact be fulfill by Milan Linate Airport due to its structural layout, that prevent its 
development beyond a certain limit of movements per hour, and the environmental impacts 
that could create problems for the densely populated areas that exist in its immediate vicinity. 
On the other hand, Bergamo Orio al Serio is entrusted with the specialized role of responding to 
tourist demand, in par&cular with low-cost carriers, providing for infrastructure adjustments in 
order to respond to the growing demand for traffic and make it more adrac&ve. In this regard, 
also the Regional Territorial Plan (PTR) of the Lombardy region reaffirms the role of Bergamo 
Orio al Serio as a reference point for na&onal and interna&onal low-cost connec&ons and 
couriers. However, as can be no&ced from the following quote, the Mayor of Orio al Serio 
Alessandro Colleda clarifies that current situa&on is not as good as has been presented: 

“The	airport	lacks	of	an	idenAty	(tourist,	cargo,	or	internaAonal	connotaAon..)	and	this	makes	it	
much	more	difficult	to	development	a	specific	and	definiAve	vision	for	the	airport.	Moreover,	the	

differenAaAon	of	the	offer	between	more	than	one	airlines	would	be	beneficial	for	the	
development	of	a	long-term	strategy	by	SACBO.”	

  
The case of Brescia Mon&chiari Airport is par&cularly interes&ng, especially in rela&on to the 
future of Bergamo Orio al Serio. Brescia Mon&chiari today mainly operates for postal transport 
but is able to perform a support func&on for various produc&on sectors. It has to be said, 
however, that the composi&on of the shareholding structure of Brescia Mon&chiari Airport, 
managed by Valerio Catullo Airport of Verona, that sees the 40% of the shares in the hands of 
SAVE (Venice and Treviso Airports management company) and the rest of the Municipality of 
Verona, Chamber of Commerce of Verona and Provinces of Verona and Trento, could suggest 
the gravita&on of the Brescia Mon&chiari Airports towards the North-East.  
Since the factors that make an airport more adrac&ve for cargo are represented by the 
possibility of night-&me opera&on, by the economic advantage on the overall costs, and by the 
adrac&veness of the area in terms of services and connec&ons to the produc&ve areas, the 
Na&onal Airport Plan (PNA) indicates Brescia Mon&chiari as an airport able to take on and 
consolidate over &me a strategic role in the sector as a reference point for the North-West 
basin, considering its advantageous localiza&on, the exis&ng and planned transport 
infrastructure, and the importance of the produc&on districts that would benefit from the 
presence of transport outlets cargo. The airport is in fact situated at the barycenter of northern 
Italy, pujng it at the intersec&on of traffic corridors of interna&onal, na&onal, and regional 
importance (BreBeMi and A4 motorways). Moreover, besides being located in the proximity of 
the tourist zone of Garda Lake, Brescia Mon&chiari is right in the middle of a prosperous 
produc&on and commercial area of great importance. A further element worth to be considered 
is the fact that Brescia Mon&chiari Airport is situated in an scarcely urbanized context compared 
to the whole Lombard territory, so with the wide availability of areas around the airport area.  
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Thus, Brescia Mon&chiari is considered by the na&onal and regional plans an important capacity 
reserve for both passenger and freight traffic to be preserved and safeguarded. 

In the hypothesis of transferring part of the cargo traffic to Milan Malpensa Airport or to Brescia 
Mon&chiari, SACBO highlights that some of the possible nega&ve consequences for Bergamo 
Orio al Serio Airport would be the loss of volumes and diversifica&on of assets, as well as 
revenues and employment decline (SACBO, 2018). The consequent loss of compe&&veness of 
Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport and the related territory compared to the macro-system of 
northern Italy would cons&tute a premise for a progressive deple&on of the economic fabric 
reached by the territory, together with a loss of connec&vity, whose epilogue could result in a 
real collapse. Therefore, in SACBO’s opinion, the synergy created between Bergamo Orio al Serio 
and the territory in terms of logis&cs service must be not only consolidated, but maintained and 
guaranteed over &me.  

On the other hand, several parties (Legambiente, SEA, Citizens Committees, Municipalities) 
support for the decrease of the cargo activity because it can solve the issue of night flights, 
currently one of the most critical factors of the territorial diatribe. For this reason, many 
territorial actors are in favor of the functional integration of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport in the 
Lombard airport system for cargo transport and in the perspective of moving part of the freight 
transport to Brescia Montichiari Airport, so as to allow the release of spaces for passenger 
connections and the reduction of courier traffic, mainly operating during the night at Bergamo 
Orio al Serio. In this sense the Mayor of Orio al Serio complaints that: 

“The	awareness	of	the	necessity	for	a	coordinated	Lombard	airport	system	already	exists	but	the	
facts	that	there	is	no	coherence	between	the	ADP2030,	the	development	plans	of	the	other	

regional	airport,	and	the	PNA	suggest	the	lack	of	the	will	to	build	it.	Even	if	ENAC	is	aware	of	the	
main	problemaAc	around	Italian	airports,	the	naAonal	authority	is	not	doing	anything	to	

raAonalize	it.”	

However, if on the one hand this new opera&onal configura&on of the Bergamo Orio al Serio 
would increase the airport capacity and reduce night flights, a possible side effect would be an 
increase in day&me flights, which in terms of noise impact “weigh less” than night, with a 
subsequent increase in noise pollu&on daily. For this reason, not all territorial actors advocate 
the total elimina&on of night flights for fear of what will happen in the day freeing slots for 
passenger flights. 

5.1.2.2				The	strategy	of	SACBO	

The Airport Development Plan 2030 (ADP2030) presented by SACBO together with ENAC in 
2017 defines how the management company strategically posi&ons the airport in society, in 
rela&on to compe&tors, different parts of the avia&on system and externali&es, and expresses 
the vision that SACBO has for the future of the Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport.  
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In light of the considera&ons emerging from the na&onal and regional planning instruments of 
the sector, the ADP2030 provides for a series of ac&ons aimed at adap&ng the Bergamo Orio al 
Serio Airport infrastructure to respond to the volumes of traffic expected at the 2030 horizon 
(13.8 million passengers for about 94,000 movements) and thus to fulfill the objec&ves pursed 
by the PNA and the PRMT. In this sense, the ADP2030 envisages a series of interven&ons on the 
airport infrastructure and on the opera&on model. In the ADP2030, SACBO has clarified to have 
followed an approach based on three founding choices: 
1)  Work and Territory: adop&on of the vision for the future that sees Bergamo Orio al Serio 
Airport as an infrastructure capable of genera&ng posi&ve effects in terms of quality of the 
environment and life of local communi&es while delivering an efficient service. 
2)  Local proponent and collec&vity: ac&va&on of a par&cipatory path by ENAC and SACBO, 
intended as a tool for comparison with local communi&es in order to collect their concerns and 
requests. 
3)  Project and environmental analysis: integra&on of the design process and the environmental 
analysis of the project choices, as to guarantee the triggering of an itera&ve and circular 
mechanism for verifying the choices made and the results that have emerged (SACBO, 2018). 

The vision for the future of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport as in the ADP2030 dis&nguishes two 
types of general objec&ves; on the one hand SACBO has the goal of adap&ng the airport 
infrastructure to the expected traffic demand given the cri&cality of the current layout of the 
airport, on the other hand there is the commitment to create a condi&on of sustainable 
development and in harmony with the territory. 
The update of the Airport Development Plan in force, drawn up in 2001 and approved in 2003, 
in the light of the new requirements that arise deriving from the estimated traffic demand in 
the short, medium, and long term by ENAC in the PNA is seen as an obligation for the airport 
management company SACBO. In fact, in drafting the ADP2030, SACBO has highlighted how the 
current airport configuration is not able to meet the needs dictated by the expected traffic and, 
therefore, to satisfy the demand. The various airport systems, both on the airside and landside, 
would be already close to saturation conditions and, therefore, unable to withstand traffic 
increases in the short term. In this regard, with the aim of determining the operating conditions 
that would derive from the natural evolution of traffic demand and from a non-intervention 
scenario, with an operating model unchanged from the current condition of exercise, the 
“Alternative Zero” has been considered. According to SACBO, the non-intervention scenario 
represents a solution that cannot be pursued as it is unable to meet the expected traffic 
demand by 2030. Furthermore, SACBO highlights how, also from the environmental standpoint, 
and more specifically in relation to airport induced noise, this scenario appears unsustainable. 

If on the one hand the strategies of the ADP2030 appear to be in line with what is reported in 
the ADP and the PRMT as these would allow Bergamo Orio al Serio to respond to the 
predominantly tourist demand with interna&onal des&na&on, some contradic&ons arise. On the 
goods front, in fact, SACBO has iden&fied in the ADP2030 an opera&onal model characterized by 
a traffic scenario that envisages a gradual reduc&on of the courier traffic, as expressly requested 
by the local administra&ons. However, despite the increasing weight of the passenger transport 
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component in determining the importance of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport in the Italian airport 
network, the ADP2030 actually foresees massive interven&ons for the reorganiza&on of the 
courier area in the perspec&ve of a development of cargo ac&vity. Therefore, notwithstanding 
the change in strategy which envisages not to further implement courier traffic, the massive 
reorganiza&on of the courier area suggests that SACBO does not seem to intend to renounce to 
the strategic weight of the courier ac&vi&es component in favor of a further development of 
passenger traffic. As a result, the Municipali&es and the Ci&zens Commidees s&ll express serious 
doubts about SACBO’s strategy in rela&on to the cargo ac&vity. Specifically, the Mayor of Orio al 
Serio Alessandro Colleda in this regard has said that: 

“The	incoherence	of	the	ADP2030	regarding	the	cargo	segment	could	be	explained	by	the	fact	
that	SACBO	may	want	to	keep	open	every	possible	scenario	for	the	future	of	the	airport.”	

With regard to the Lombard airport network, the Lombardy Region has in many occasions 
promoted the possibility to establish a holding company among the management companies of 
the Lombard airports with the aim of improving the management of the Lombard airport 
system as a whole. In this regard, the Mayor of Orio al Serio Alessandro Colletta has highlighted 
how: 

“SACBO	is	required	by	the	Lombardy	Region	to	take	into	account	the	presence	of	other	
important	airports	(Milan	Malpensa,	Milan	Linate,	Brescia	Montichiari)	in	the	regional	context	in	
relation	to	current	saturation	of	Bergamo	Orio	al	Serio.	In	addition,	the	Lombardy	Region	has	
underlined	the	very	high	population	density	of	the	Bergamo	area,	much	higher	that	the	other	
Lombard	airport	regions.	In	the	Lombardy	region’s	opinion,	all	this	facts	must	be	included	in	the	

ADP2030	strategy.”		

On the possible fusion SEA-SACBO the president of SEA Pietro Modiano believes that “carrying 
out this operation would make the entire Italian airport system take a step forward”. On the 
other hand, the possibility of fusion promoted by the Lombard Region and SEA was actually not 
shared by the Bergamo Orio al Serio airport management company SACBO. This SACBO’s 
position can be explained taking into account that, although the SEA-SACBO fusion would 
benefits the airport in terms of financial sustainability and new air traffic opportunities, the 
airport of Bergamo Orio al Serio would loose independency in many strategic choices. 
In the ADP2030, SACBO has thus confirmed its commitment to the search for strategies for 
convergence with the realities operating in air transport, underlining that any hypothesis of 
corporate aggregation must in any case allow the airport of Bergamo Orio al Serio to continue 
to be protagonists of a great airport development in the territory of northern Italy, in the 
interest of the Bergamo area. 

5.4.3.2				The	strategies	of	the	customers	of	the	airport	

The uncertainties regarding the strategies of the two main customers of Bergamo Orio al Serio 
Airport, Ryanair and DHL, in whose hands the fate of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport rests, induce 
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the airport management company to a modular planning of the development, considering also 
the possibility of a potential reduction of traffic by the two carriers that, in other contexts, have 
implemented important downsizing strategies (for example in London Stansted in the case of 
Ryanair, and in Brussels in the case of DHL). It should be pointed out that, however, it is difficult 
to hypothesize a downsizing by the main European low-cost airline over Bergamo Orio al Serio 
Airport similarly to what happened in other contexts, since repositioning on other neighboring 
airports is not feasible due to the flights taxes imposed on Milan Linate Airport and the 
saturation of the Milan Malpensa Airport “low-cost” terminal, fully occupied by the British 
EasyJet. Regarding the goods, the hypothesis of a shift of DHL to Milan Malpensa over the next 
few years is instead possible, taking into account the important developments expected of the 
cargo area of the main Lombard airport. 
In any case, it is important to question the sustainability of important medium-long term 
investments, when high-speed railways will be even more competitive compared to air 
transport and low-cost airlines could change destinations, perhaps attracted by more important 
funding from other airports, or cancel less profitable connections. These companies, to keep 
their operating results high, are ready to abandon airports to their misfortune, as has already 
happened when the local realities have not been able to confirm their funding. In this context, 
there is therefore a growing difficulty in fine-tuning the development strategies of airports 
when the traffic is mostly dependent on low-cost airlines. 

5.1.3			The	airport	in	the	regional	transportaAon	network	

At the na&onal level, the Na&onal Airport Plan (PNA) calls for interven&ons to develop the 
integra&on of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport with the other transporta&on networks to cope the 
forecast of growth in transport demand. Accordingly, the PRMT of the Lombardy region is in 
favor of an efficient mul&modal accessibility to the airport on an regional scale, so to allow the 
expansion of the catchment area towards the east (Province of Brescia) and the west (Province 
of Milan and Monza and Brianza), whose inhabitants already gravitate on the airport. (PRMT, 
2016). The PRMT considers it is essen&al to focus on the system integra&on at the territorial 
level (macro-area of northern Italy) and on the development of intermodal infrastructure 
(airports, road and rail interconnec&ons) also with the aim of guaranteeing an efficient 
transport of goods, in support of the Lombard industrial and produc&on system. 

The ADP2030 proposed by SACBO aims at enhancing the accessibility condi&ons to Bergamo 
Orio al Serio Airport and redistribu&ng the traffic flows induced on the external network 
through the reconfigura&on of the access system and the differen&a&on of the routes. The main 
elements of change that characterize the opera&onal scenario of 2030 with respect to the 
current configura&on are the opening of new access roads to the airport and a new direct 
railway connec&on to the Bergamo and Milan Central sta&ons.  

With reference to road accessibility, SACBO is also convinced that in the future scenario the car 
traffic flows will also be beder distributed on the new road axes (Pedemontana Lombarda and 
BreBeMi motorways, External East Bypass of Milan, and the direct link with the Bergamo 
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Southern Bypass) determining a further improvement of the A4 motorway condi&ons in the 
Brescia-Bergamo-Milan stretch. 

Concerning the connec&on with the railway network, in line with the provisions contained in 
the TEN-T, the inten&on to provide Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport with a railway connec&on is 
reaffirmed in the PNA and in the PRMT, as well as in the ADP2030. At present, aTer iden&fying 
various alterna&ves both technical (people-mover, tram-train, regional train) and tracks for the 
connec&on between the Bergamo railway sta&on and the airport, the choice fell on the 
construc&on of a railway link that will allow complete integra&on with the regional railway 
system, whose construc&on should start in 2022/2023. With regard to the railway connec&on 
project, the Mayors require a more in-depth analysis of the informa&on framework with 
reference to comple&on &mes, type of service offered, and SACBO interven&on. 
In SACBO’s opinion, the railway connec&on, once ac&vated, would be able to intercept a por&on 
of the induced traffic and a valid alterna&ve to bus service from Milan, thus reducing the load 
on the road network serving the airport. Besides the Milan-Bergamo-Orio al Serio Airport line, 
the airport will be also served by the exis&ng Milan-Monza-Bergamo and the Treviglio-Bergamo 
suburban lines as well as the half-hourly schedule throughout the day is planned to be 
extended. 

However, looking at the regional context, for Milan Malpensa the Milan-Turin and Milan-Zurich 
AV/AC (High Speed/High Capacity) lines are planned to be upgraded as part of the TEN-T “Core 
network” with a view to expanding the catchment area to the east and to the north. In this 
sense, also the PRMT aims at the strengthening of the railway accessibility to Milan Malpensa 
through the new service from Milan Porta Garibaldi and Milan Central railway sta&ons that is 
added to the previous service from Milan Cadorna.  Regarding Milan Linate, the PRMT has 
planned the connec&on with the city centre through the M4 underground and, in rela&on with 
Bergamo Orio al Serio, the road link with the External East Bypass of Milan. For Brescia-
Mon&chiari the rail connec&on could be a priority to serve the airport in view of its possible 
development in the passenger and cargo segments. 
As a result of these considera&ons, an efficient and large-scale connec&on of Bergamo Orio al 
Serio with the local, regional, and na&onal railway network as planned could be a viable way to 
beder define the strategy of development for the airport in its regional context. In this regard, it 
is argued that the improvement of the Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport accessibility requires more 
efficient and longer-range railway connec&ons to strategic lines such as the AV/AC Milan-
Treviglio-Verona and the ac&va&on of a new rela&onship along the Bergamo piedmont route 
(Orio al Serio)-Carnate-Seregno-Saronno-Gallarate - Milan Malpensa which allows to quickly 
connect the main inhabited centers of northern Milan and Bergamo with the two airports. In 
addi&on, in order to coordinate the passenger transporta&on with other modes of 
transporta&on a viable solu&ons would be the establishment of the airport area mobility 
manager. 
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5.1.4				The	environmental	impact	

As men&oned in the literature review chapter, nowadays worldwide airports are having 
difficulty in expanding also due to an ever increasing environmental impact affec&ng the 
communi&es living in the surrounding areas. With regard to the considered case, thanks to 
Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport, the “town” of Bergamo is now on maps, but this is clashing with 
the local context. All territorial actors recognize the importance of the Bergamo Orio al Serio 
airport for the local economy, but believe that the environmental effects are becoming too 
heavy for the health of residents and therefore require the defini&on of a maximum limit of 
development of the airport ac&vity.  

Among the diverse environmental impacts of airport ac&vity on the surrounding territory the 
noise pollu&on is certainly one of the heaviest and most debated and, as many other airports, 
also for Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport the reduc&on of aircraT noise is one of major challenge. 
The most sensi&ve areas in rela&on to the popula&on affected by the noise produced by the the 
Bergamo Orio al Serio airport have been iden&fied in the municipal areas of Orio al Serio and 
Grassobbio, located immediately close to the sides of the runway, followed by the urban areas 
immediately under the take-off and landing trajectories such as those of Seriate (locality of 
Cassinone) and Bergamo (hamlets of Colognola and Campagnola). 

With the aim of containing the acous&c effect induced by air traffic on these popula&ons, in the 
ADP2030 SACBO has defined an opera&onal model of the airport infrastructure op&mized with 
respect to noise pollu&on, also favored by the strategy of reduc&on of courier traffic mainly 
opera&ng in the delicate night &me slots. This solu&on would result in a redistribu&on of traffic 
flows, specifically designed to affect those parts of the territory surrounding the airport which 
are characterized by a lower presence of housing. With respect to the issue of acous&c 
pollu&on, SACBO is convinced that the envisaged management policies would induce the 
containment of the disturbance of aeronau&cal origin to the resident popula&on. 

On the other hand, the territorial actors are exhausted and ask for the rapid replacement of the 
aircraT fleet opera&ng on Bergamo Orio al Serio with a more efficient one from the acous&c 
standpoint already available on the market to enhance the livability of the ci&zens living next to 
the airport.  
In addi&on, with reference to the noise issue, the Mayor of the Municipality of Orio al Serio, the 
most impacted from this par&cular standpoint, complains the fact the lack a valid acous&c 
zoning ongoing for many years makes the defini&on of a municipal land use plan much more 
difficult for its administra&on.  
In this specific regard, Alessandro Colleda has expressed the main problem related to such 
acous&c zoning: 

“A	major	related	to	the	acousAc	zoning	is	that	fact	that,	once	it	will	be	defined,	there	will	be	
huge	areas	of	the	Municipality	of	Orio	al	Serio	that	will	have	to	be	relocated	due	to	noise	levels	
above	the	limits	established	by	the	legislaAon	of	the	sector.	As	a	result,	it	will	result	impossible	
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even	to	carry	on	renovaAon	intervenAons	in	the	buildings	of	such	areas,	with	the	consequent	
deterioraAon	of	the	urban	fabric	of	Orio	al	Serio.”   

Concerning the road traffic induced by Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport, clarifica&ons are asked by 
the Board of Mayors about the traffic impact that would be generated in the road network 
serving the airport due to the new airport configura&on envisaged by the ADP2030. In addi&on, 
Mayors require SACBO to carry on a more in-depth analysis of traffic flows in the road network 
surrounding the airport in rela&on to poten&al cumula&ve effects with other exis&ng and 
approved projects and the Bergamo Orio al Serio airport such as the “Orio Center” shopping 
mall and the connected “Culture and Luxury Pole” as expressed by the Mayor of Orio al Serio 
Alessandro Colleda in the following quote: 

“Thanks	to	the	planned	railway	connecAon	for	Bergamo	Orio	al	Serio	it	is	esAmated	that	only	
around	20%	of	the	passengers	will	use	the	train	to	get	to	the	airport,	also	in	light	of	the	possible	
connecAon	with	Milan	Central	StaAon	and	Milan	Malpensa	Airport,	but	most	of	the	users	of	

Bergamo	Orio	al	Serio	Airport	will	use	the	car	to	get	to	it.	In	this	sense,	no	transport	study	on	the	
road	network	serving	the	airport,	already	congested,	was	conducted	by	SACBO	in	order	to	check	
the	traffic	situaAon	due	to	the	massive	growth	of	air	traffic.	Also	regarding	the	construcAon	of	
the	new	cargo	area	to	the	north	has	not	been	flanked	by	a	serious	transport	study.	In	this	sense,	
Orio	Center	is	an	important	factor	in	contribuAng	to	traffic	congesAon	within	the	airport	area,	
with	an	average	of	40,000	users	a	day.	and	should	then	included	in	such	transport	studies.”	

The Ci&zens Commidees have also raised the issue related to the fact that the development of 
Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport involves not only an increase in road conges&on with consequent 
traffic problems, but also a varia&on in the use of areas, many of which they saw a 
transforma&on from agricultural to parking, with the consequent further aggrava&on of the 
traffic situa&on. 

As as result, the airport-induced impact of the airport on the surrounding territory a strategic 
and long-term impact assessment should be prepared aiming at designing a broad strategy for 
infrastructure development and environmental impact scenarios, comparing the overall benefits 
and costs on at least a regional scale over a period of at least the medium term.  
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6.		Discussion	
The present chapter aims at discussing the lessons learned from the analysis of the considered  
case. Reflec&ons on the explored research problem are presented, and possible further research 
on the topic are proposed.  

SubquesCon	 3: Which	 learnings	 can	 be	 draw	 from	 the	 present	 research	 for	 the	 role	 of	 the	
planner? 

From the selected literature and from the analyzed case of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport, it has 
clearly emerged the significance of planning in elabora&ng a shared vision for beder managing 
airport development trends in urban regions and the importance of urban planning in playing a 
key role in balancing the bullish pro-growth stance of the avia&on industry and the cri&cal 
perspec&ve of the territorial actors ques&oning the impacts of airports developments 
(Freestone, 2009), and consequently mi&ga&ng he conflicts between airport development and 
spa&al development (Scholl and Nebel, 2014). 
As a result, the present research has shown how planners should look aTer the numerous issues 
raised by airports in their region, bearing in mind the significance of media&ng between 
different, and oTen conflic&ng, standpoints in the management of such planning process. In this 
regard, the consulta&on of the relevant posi&ons involved could represent an useful tool to 
beder fine-tuning strategies and policies that heavily impact on the actors present of the 
territory. 
With specific reference to the considered case, urban and regional planners are then called to 
include all the territorial actors in the decision-making of airport areas, which in many cases and 
for many years have been overridden by the priori&es of the main economic actors involved in 
the Bergamo Orio al Serio affair. 

Uncertain&es related to technological innova&on that could drive changes which might 
poten&ally alter the spa&al configura&on of airports and airport regions should mo&vate spa&al 
planners to conceptualize the airport as an integrated assets of the urban fabric, with the aim of 
making them poten&ally usable even if its operability will be diminished or its infrastructural 
func&on reconverted in the future. In this sense, the future of airports development is strongly 
connected with the future of the metropolitan regions in which they are located. 

Although the goodness of a regional strategy to airport planning has been clearly stated, the 
need for regional policy approaches for airports has to be discussed case by case, since the 
different planning systems and infrastructure policies involved specific conflicts and issues that 
ideal models of airport regional governance are unlikely to solve. 

Lastly, in the perspective of further research on the analyzed topic, it could be useful also to 
include interviews with the citizens’ representatives to look at the problem from different 
standpoint and scale. In addition, the exchange of experiences and solutions implemented in 
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other European airport regions in terms of land use and development could give useful insights 
for the planning of airport ares in other cases. 
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7.		Conclusions	
In this last chapter of the present thesis, the main findings learned from the the analysis of the 
considered case of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport in the rela&on of the chosen literature are 
summarized.  
The present thesis has shown the main weaknesses that an airfront approach to airport 
planning is not capable of dealing with the mul&faceted and large-scale impact of airports in 
their regions and finding a balance between the support of airport ac&vity and the cohabita&on 
with the surrounding territory.  
In light of the presented theories and strategies, a broader conceptualiza&on of airports in 
rela&on to the regional airport system, and in general the regional transporta&on network, is a 
viable way to approach the planning of such dynamic areas.  
Therefore, the present thesis could contribute to a new perspec&ve for the development of 
visions for the future of airport areas and add further knowledge to the understa&ng of the 
complex phenomenon of urban airports.   

7.1				The	need	for	a	regional	strategy	for	Bergamo	Orio	al	Serio	Airport	

In Italy and Lombardy there is no coherent airport development plan; many ci&es have airport 
facili&es that compete with each other, oTen in economic loss or are extremely problema&c in 
coexistence with ci&es and territories. This is the result of the priva&za&on of the airports and 
consequent liberal policies that have limited the planning and regulatory capaci&es of the State 
to the advantage of the ac&vity and the specula&ve ini&a&ve of private subjects. The economic 
interests of investors (private and public) have thus gained the upper hand over the interests of 
the collec&vity. It should also be noted that the fate of many airports, including Bergamo Orio al 
Serio, are now intertwined and dependent on those of private operators whose crisis can 
determine the economic and employment collapse of en&re territories. 
The situation that has arisen around the airport of Bergamo Orio al Serio is quite complex. 
There are many interests at stake, some conflicting, and it is important that the action of the 
various stakeholders is in some way coordinated and concerted. In fact, it is a matter of finding a 
“balance” between: 
1. The growth needs of the airport, linked, in particular in recent years, to certain market 
segments (low-cost connections); 
2.  The economic and employment effects related to both growth and possible repositioning of 
activities; 
3.  Cohabitation with the surrounding territory, above all the acoustic impact. 
The present thesis argues for a broader understanding on how planning can support airports to 
contribute to local and regional development through balanced and context-dependent 
strategies instead of ideal urban models. 
The events of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport have meant that currently the fate of the airport is 
linked to the presence of low cost flights (and, in particular, the Irish Ryanair) and the important 
presence of courier (and, above all, the DHL carrier). This fact, if on the one hand has 
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contributed to the enormous development of traffic in recent years, on the other hand makes 
the definition of a long-term strategy of airport development by SACBO much difficult, because, 
to date, the airport numbers are linked to the two aforementioned companies, the choices of 
which greatly influence the destiny of the airport. This situation, combined with the general 
uncertainty regarding the world of air transport, has led the company to follow in the short 
term the thrusts coming from the market instead of a long-term vision.  
The decision of SACBO not to identify a long-term vision for the Bergamo Orio al Serio airport 
also derives from the organization of the Lombard airport system. In this sense, the 
uncertainties regarding the structure of the regional airport system and the lack of definitive 
roles for each airport appear to be a negative factor for the elaboration of a focused strategy. 

As a result of the consideration above, the strategy of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport should be 
better defined in the medium to long term, taking into account the context in which the airport 
operates (the Lombard airport system and the related potential synergies), and the important 
role that the airport has already carved out in the basin of northern Italy, by virtue of its 
position and its specialization (low cost flights). 
With the aim of enhancing the coordina&on and integra&on of the airports in the region, a 
definite vision based on local and regional social-economic condi&ons which should not be 
limited only to the improvement of the facili&es to meet overall traffic growth must be 
developed for each airport. The policies iden&fied in the PTR should therefore be developed in 
an integrated and synergic way with the mobility and transport policies outlined by the PRMT. In 
this perspec&ve, all corresponding authori&es (airport management, local municipali&es, and 
governmental ins&tu&ons) and relevant stakeholders are required to par&cipate in the decision-
making processes of airport master plans to share and set a common development vision. 

The airport cons&tutes a great territorial opportunity capable of adrac&ng ter&ary and 
produc&ve ac&vi&es that take advantage of the interna&onal accessibility offered by the airport. 
Being an issue that is not strictly local, the airport development process requires a strong 
coordina&on of objec&ves at all levels (state, na&onal, local) and a regional level direc&on to 
favor the achievement of a balanced rela&onship between development airport, sedlement and 
environmental, as well as to carry out a stringent territorial marke&ng policy at interna&onal 
level. The main purpose must be to adract and retain high-ranking func&ons with high added 
value, guaranteeing the necessary services, but also a high level of territorial quality. 
The airport master planning process should then evolve from answering ques&ons of “what” 
and “why” to including other stakeholders to address ques&ons of “how” and “why”. Airports 
should not expand just to suit their own capacity agenda, but share objec&ves and visions with 
other significant contributor to the local economy, as well as the communi&es of which they are 
part (Schalk, 2010). 
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Appendix	
Interview	with	Alessandro	Colle4a,	Mayor	of	the	Municipality	of	Orio	al	Serio	(BG),	Italy.	
Performed	on	May	2019.	

What is the current situa-on of Bergamo Orio al Serio in light of the provisions indicated 
in the PNA? 

“[…] In the most recent PNA Bergamo Orio al Serio, along with Milan Linate, have been 
“weakened” and these two airports are not considered only as airports of na-onal 
interests. In this sense the local administrators are worried that there would be a lack of 
allocated resources on mi-ga-on interven-ons. The Municipali-es can not see the 
ra-onality between PNA, the PRMT and, in par-cular, the territorial actors requests of 
physical and environmental type. From the structural standpoint, Bergamo Orio al Serio 
has in fact a par-cular configura-on that puts it really close to residen-al buildings, 
much more than in many other examples around the world and this fact leads to many 
issues. 

How would you describe the situa-on between SEA and SACBO? 

“On the one hand, SEA wants to maintain the economic gain coming from the 
prosperous airport of Bergamo Orio al Serio thanks to its share of SACBO, on the other 
hand SEA thinks that the massive development of Bergamo Orio al Serio would be at the 
expense of Milan Linate, and in par-cular, of Milan Malpensa, both managed by SEA.” 

“The fusion between SACBO and SEA would be nega-ve for the the territory in terms of 
governance and therefore in terms of freedom of choices for SACBO. In the case the 
fusion will be done, these choices will be dictated by SEA that is a way bigger and more 
powerful than SACBO. In this sense, the problema-cs in terms of environmental impact 
and compa-bility of the airport with the territory would be worsened because the close 
rela-onship between SACBO n the territory would be lost.” 

“In this regard, a fusion with Brescia Mon-chiari would be more logical in terms of 
protec-on of the territory and maintenance of the governance. In this case, in fact, 
Bergamo Orio al Serio would play dominant role.” 

What about the lack of an acous-c zoning around Bergamo Orio al Serio? 
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“Together with other 17 Mayors, I am figh-ng for the realiza-on of the acous-c zoning, 
which is the only tool in the hands of local administrators to regulate the impact of the 
airport on the territory, in par-cular from the acous-c standpoint. In this sense, in my 
opinion, the Lombardy Region has expressed a very good assessment on this par-cular 
situa-on. In fact, the Region has said that it makes sense to proceed with an 
environmental evalua-on of the acous-c zoning only aWer a conceptualiza-on of 
Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport in its regional panorama. In this way, Bergamo Orio al 
Serio Airport is require to take into account the presence of other important airports 
(Milan Malpensa, Milan Linate, Brescia Mon-chiari) in the regional context in rela-on to 
current satura-on of Bergamo Orio al Serio. In addi-on, the Region has underlined the 
very high popula-on density of the Bergamo area, much higher that the other Lombard 
airport regions. In the Lombardy region’s opinion, all this facts must be included in the 
ADP2030 strategy.” 

“A major related to the acous-c zoning is that fact that, once it will be defined, there will 
be huge areas of the Municipality of Orio al Serio that will have to be relocated due to 
noise levels above the limits established by the legisla-on of the sector. As a result, it 
will result impossible even to carry on renova-on interven-ons in the buildings of such 
areas with the consequent deteriora-on of the urban fabric of Orio al Serio.” 

How can you describe the road conges-on issue connected to the airport? 

“Thanks to the planned railway connec-on for Bergamo Orio al Serio it is es-mated that 
only around 20% of the passengers will use the train to get to the airport, also in light of 
the possible connec-on with Milan Central Sta-on and Milan Malpensa Airport, but 
most of the users of Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport will use the car to get to it. In this 
sense, no transport study on the road network serving the airport, already congested, 
was conducted by SACBO in order to check the traffic situa-on due to the massive 
growth of air traffic. Also regarding the construc-on of the new cargo area to the north 
has not been flanked by a serious transport study. In this sense, Orio Center is an 
important factor in contribu-ng to traffic conges-on within the airport area, with an 
average of 40,000 users a day. and should then included in such transport studies.” 

Which is the current situa-on around the cons-tu-on of a Lombard airport system? 

“The awareness of the necessity for a coordinated Lombard airport system already exists 
but the facts that there is no coherence between the ADP2030, the development plans 
of the other regional airport, and the PNA suggest the lack of the will to build it. Even if 
ENAC is aware of the main problema-c around Italian airports, the na-onal authority is 
not doing anything to ra-onalize it.”  
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How can be described the rela-on between air traffic forecasts and strategy pursed by 
SACBO in the ADP2030? 

“SACBO in the ADP2030 is saying that in 2030 the airport will reach an number of 
movements that was actually reached the previous year (2018). In addi-on, such ac-vity 
level already ongoing is characterized by the absence of the mi-ga-on measures and the 
other planned works for 2030 such as the railway connec-on with the city of Bergamo. 
That’s not correct!” 

“The incoherence of the ADP2030 regarding the cargo segment could be explained by 
arguing that SACBO wants to keep open every possibility for the future.” 

“The airport lacks of an iden-ty (tourist, cargo, or interna-onal connota-on..) and this 
makes it much more difficult to development a specific and defini-ve vision for the 
airport. Moreover, the differen-a-on of the offer between more than one airlines would 
be beneficial for the development of a long-term strategy by SACBO.” 


